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TO GET WORK REnDY.
In Spite of Conciliatory Talk the




Algeciras, Spain, Jan. 17.—The del-
egates to the Moroccan conference to-
day took a day of leisure in order to
enable the secretaries to get ready for
their work, and indulged in private
conversations among tehmeelves or
spent the time in preparing their juu-
ice 'colleagues for the discussion of
the sartelltance of contraband arms
in Morocco, the first question to be
discussed at the next meeting. -
Ambassador White visited Gibraltar
etter he and Mr. Gurnmere had gone
over 'the prenentlituation in Morocco
regarding itlicit trade in arms.
No Such Laws.
When the conferenoe\ehall agree on
regulations for the punishment of for-
e.gners engaging in smuggling arms
into Morocco, most of the countries,
including the United States, will have
to legislate on the subject, as only
Great Britain and Spain can by or-
ders in council penalize their subjects
abroad.
While the talk among the ambassa-
dors is all of concniation and har-
mony, Mobsunmed El Torres, the Mo-
roccan foreign minister, and bead of
the inissionl'of 'Morocco, and Mokri,
the sultan's principal agent, do not
believe that the conference will agree.
Moorish Views.
'Budget Meakin, an eminent author-
ity on Morocco, had a prolonged con
vereation today in Arabic with Mo-
hammed El Tones and repeated to
'the Associated Presto the Moorish
view, a* follows.
"Mohammed El Torres will be a
passive observer at the conference US-
W t enters the last stage. If the
powers do not agren the conference
will fall to pieces ofillself without the
Moors lifting a finger.. If, however,
the powers accept a general pan of
control of Morrocco the sultan can-
not be asked to submit anytning that
will insuk the faith or provoke a re-
bellion among his own people."
On the opening of the Moroccan
conference it is wen to define the es-
sential issuer presented, as. these will
clearly indicate the general scope of
the meeting and the chief danger of
the Mimes involved. On Septetnber
28 last M. Rouvier, for France, and
Prince Rado/in, for Germany, reached
•n agreement on the exact program
of the conference: This program is
quite short, as it was part of Rou-
vier'n skillful diplomacy to bring the
conference within the closest possible
limits. The program agreed upon
wae as follows:
Official Program.
'The two governments are in ac-
cord in proposing /to thessultan the
following program:
"First—Organization, by interns-
national accord, of the polite, except
an the Algerian frontier.
"Second—Surveillance and repres
sion of contraband arms, except along
the Algerian frontier.
"Third—Financial reforms, withthe creation of a State bank, with the
privilege of issuing currency.
"Fourth—Study of the customs
ancif ee' means of raising revenues."
agreement contains some otherer.inor features, but the foregoing aro
the essential questions to be present-ed to the Moroccan t-oriference.
France, throughout the controversyand up to the opening of the confer-ence, has maintained that she had aspecial or privileged position in Mo-rocco. That is the vital questionabout to be considered, for the ques-tions of the contraband arid CW150013are largely detail.
The issue" before the crinferenceare, eherefone comparatively simple—first, shall France be charged withthe nocesaary reforms for Morocco,and, second, the detairind considerationof these various performs relating tofinances, police, euwtomrs and, contra-band.





NEW PRESIDENT PUBLIC WORKS
For France is Elected by Several Important, MattersNational Assembly Considered Yestertay
nee neelern Tnnerd to Det—tiveni ennersesesens MADE
St. Louis, but He Got Away BY BODY YESTERDAY,by Cute Trick.
Detective Daniel E. Buggie, of the
Chicago secret service department,
arrived here last evening at 8 o'clock
after Clarence M. Devine, alias C. M.
Lavine, who is wanted in the Windy
City upon the charge of embezining
$109 from the big Siegke-Cooper firm
of that place. The detective will re-
main here until Saturday, by which
time the necessary requisition papers
will arrive, when he then goes back
with his man.
Sleuth Buggie is one of the oldest
members of the Chicago detective
force and says that Devine laa.s proven
quite e slick character. Hi charges
that the accused was emploned to de-
liver packages for the Chicago house
and that one day the firm gave him
$109 worth of c. o. d bundles,. De-
vine is charged with collecting the
money, pocketing it.aaid skipping out.
Once the detectives ,had him lo-
cated in St. Louis, where he w nt
and had secured employment with an
establishment there as bookkeeper.
Two of the secret service men were
sent down to the Future Greet to ar-
rest him. Th y did not know Devine
by sight and walking into the house
where they learned he was conneeted
approached a man and told him they
were looking for Devine with a war-
rant. It happened to be the man
they were after that the detectives
approached, and in t‘apparently dis-
Mterested manner Devine told them
he knew where their man was and
that he would step across the street
and bring him over for them. Leav-
ing this coat in the crift Devine walk-
ed out in his shirt skews, presum-
ably to help nap the accused, and
made his escape. The detectives. in
a few minutes learned it was their
man they were speaking to, but the
game had flown and could not be lo-
cated any more. Afterwards he was
arrested in New Orkans, but released,
and finally traced here, avbere caught.
Yesterday by mail there arrived
here from Chicago certified copies of
the indictment brought in there by
the grand jury against Devine. The
Windy City sleuth came an the next
train last night, the papers were
turned over to him, and now he is
waiting for the requisition prepare
'that have been ordered and are ex-
pected here tomorrow from Governor
Becloharn.
Detective Ruggie has been on the
Chicago force for twenty-two years
nd is one of their beet men. He is
the guest of Chief Collins and De-
tective, Moore and Baker while in
the city.
WILL NOT LET HIM
LAND AGAIN.
French Charge D'Affaires Must Re-
main , on Ship He Boards.
Caracas, Venezuela, Monday. Jan.
19, via Port-of-Spain. island of Trini-
dad, Jan. 17.—M. Taignf, thesformer
French Charge d'Affaires, having
gone on board the French Line
steamer Martinique at Laguaira yes-
terday without legal permission, the
Venezuelan authorities have prohib-
ited his landing again in Venezuela
and he must go on to Colon.
'Berlin, Jan. 17.—The foreign office
calls the attention to the Associated
Press to a London dispatch which as-
serts on an ostensibly excellent Paris
authority that President Castre's at-
titude toward France is due to Ger-
man intrigues. The foreign office
says this is absohltely false. . Ger-
many has not interfered by a single
word in France's controversy- with
Venezuela.
Presiding Officer of Senate Chosen,




Paris, Jan. 17.—The national as-
sembly met at i o'clock this after-
noon in the congress hall of the Roy-al Palace at Versailles and elected M.
Fallieres president of the republic bya vote of 44.9 to 371 for M. Doumer.
The assembly consists nominally
Of 591 deputies and 300 senators, but
owing to deaths, illness and the pass-age of some of the deputies to the seaate, leaving their seats vacant, the
number present was decreased to
about 86o, making 430 Votes neces-sary to elect a pew president.
The greatest interest was manifest-ed in the proceedings, which, how-ever, were very prolonged. The mem-bers of the assembly voted in alphatbetical order. 'Those waiting theirturn discussed excitedly the prospects'of their favorites.
Although several candidates werementioned for the presidency in suc-cession to M. Loubet, including M.Fallieres, president of the senate, M.Doumer, president of the chamber ofdeputies, M. Harrier), former minis-ter of justice, and M. 1.4.ort Bourgiroisthe former premier, the real contestwas between M. Fallieres an( Dou-mer.
M. Fallieres had the general sup-port of the advanced socialist and radical groups, cortstituting the famousparty which sustained the Combes'ministry. M. Dounver, however, wasa fonitidable opponent, Whose elec-tion to the presidency of the cham-ber of deputies Last year after break-ing sway from his former connectionsj with the famous party previously re-ferred to, gave the Orst blow to M.Comb. •
Spectacle Too Grewsorne.
Louisville, Ky., Jan. 17.—Charles
Ratcliff, a t6-year-old bey, applied to
Jailer Pflanz yesterday for a ticket 'to
see the execution' of his mother's
murderer, Witham Van Dalern, Fri-
day morning. Van Dalsen cut the
throat of MTS. Fannie Porter, the
hers mother, with whom he Was in-
fatuated. Attorney C. C. McMahon,
the boy's guardian, informed Jailer
Pflanz that he is the son of the mur-
dered woman and all right, but that
too young to witness the spec-
e, aside from the grewsorne dr-
rtnetances, — -
Cel. Cuthbert Btillitt in Louisville.
celebrated his nintyrsixth bilithdnYTuesday by holding a levee ifs his
room in St. Joseph's infirmirryes He
haft a hearty grasp of the hand for





Result of Elections in England ShowGreat Success for Liberals.
London, Jan. 17.—The Laboritesand Liberals, as a result of the elec-tion at New Castle-on-Tyne, eachgained a seat. Both these seats form-erly were held by unionists, withmajoritiee of 4,000 and 6,000, and theforces of' the anti-unionist blizzardcan be gauged by the fact that theresult, which was announced thismorning, gives the successful La-borite and Liberal contests majoritiesof 7,000.
The feature of yesterday's contestwas the fight of John Barns, the laborleader, and president of the localgovernment board, to retain his seat,the latterseau district of 'London.Burns was retyped by a majority oftnoo. The unionists exerted a tre-mendou effort to unseat him, andthey did not hesitate to admit that thedefeat of Mr. Burns, whose vitriolicattacks .on the unionists a 'ministra-tion have done so much to influencethe workmen voters of London,would have materially helped to re-venge the sorenesS caused by the gen-eral downfall °Cate party.
The .commercial heart of the King-dom remaineefaithful to the unionistcause, the City of London returningA. G. H.' 'Hibbs and Sir EdwardClarke with enormous•majonties, ap-proximating ro,000, over their Liberalopponents. Some of the other con-servative London districts, like West-minster, and provincial seats, like Ox-ford, where the working class popu-lation is small, managed to retainunionist representatives. Otherwisethe story of the sttuggle is a repeti-tion of yesterday's heavily-increasedpolling of enormous labor votes anddiscinfiture of the unionists, who didnot gain a single seat in yesterday'sballotting, but lost twenty-two tontheLiberals and Laborites.
The 247 seats already ended 'orthe new parliament are distributed asfollows: Liberals, *27; Unionists, 54;Laborites, 28; Nationalists, 381.




City to Pay for Improvements
in Front of Grounds.
OTHER MATTERS ALSO
GIVEN ATTENTION
In order to avoid the possibility of
fire h3Orants freezing up during the
winter weather and producing a
scarcity of facilities in case of con-
flagratinus the city is preparing to
make special arrangements for the
street sprinklers to get water for
sprinkling purposes during the cold
period. This is according to the rec-
ommendation of Supt. Huscoe Bur-
nett, of ( the waterworks company,
whose i ea along this line was laid
before t 'board-of public works at
this bod a regular weekly gathering
yesterda afitereoon in the City Hall.
liereerfore the sprinkler, when it
goes out during the night time, has
been attaching a hose on to the fire
hydrants that stand out upon the
public street. Just wherever the
sprinkler happened to be when the
supply of water gave out, the driver
would take his wrench, unloosen the
cap of the nearest hydrant, attach
his hose., turn on the water and fill
up the sprinkler tank again and pro-
ceed with his sprinkling of the public
thoroughfares so as to thoroughly
dampen the dust and prevent its
arising when the high.vays are swept
by the public sweeper. This is 'els°
done by the sprinklers operating dur-
ing the daytime. When a fire hy-
drant is opened, however, and then
closed improperly it sometimes
freezes during hitter weather and can-
not be used until thaw comes. Supt.
Burnett is afraid that if the street de-
partment is permitted to use any of
the hydrants they want to for their
water supply the caps may not be put
back ,speoperby, the affairs get
frozen up, and then something serious
happen, ellastild a fire break out in
any respective neighborhood, and the
fire department find tile hydrant
frozen unto uselessness.
,
VOL- 22, NO, 22
G1LSDORE CHOSEN CARS IN DITCH
ELECTRICAL INSPECTOR AND
RATE MAKER FOR KEN-
TUCKY.
Ie nee nn-ren • *-1
Paducah, but Goes Now to Louis-
ville.
`ececnnraissioniew C. C. Rose, of the
local fire insurance bureau, yesterday
morning received a letter froruiSecre-
taryitlaude Snyder, of the Kentucky
board of fire underwriters, eating
that William J. Gila:torn of this city,
had been selected electrical inspector
and trate commissioner of this state
for, the underwriters' organization
that consists of every fire insurance
company doing business in Kentucky.
Mr. Gilsdrarf also yesterday' received
word of his appointment, which re-
genes him to report at Louisville for
duty the first of next month. The
choice is a most excellent one as.he
is fully competent to well discharge
the duties of the position.
The fire insurance companies doing
business in Kentucky band together
under the above mentioned head, and
employ a man to go around over the
state and see that the electrical wir-
ing entering every building is proper-
ly maintained, and the danger of fire
from this source is reduced to a min
imum. Mn. Gilsdorf will perform
these duties and in "addition make
rates for the companies showing how
much will be charged for policies on
every kind of structures and stocks.,
Mr. Ganes formerly held the posi-
tion, but was electrical inspector only,
at that time it talaing one man for
this atone, as the Kentucky under-
writers and Tennessee underwriters
worked as one. Now the states have
divided and formed separate organ-
izaticins, and the eleetrical inspector
can also make rates.
Mr. Gitsdorf has been the city elec
treeless of Paducah for the past eight
months, his business, being to exam-
ine all telectric wiring around town
sad compel its maintenance up to the
standard ,e.-ognized by the insurance
companies. It was at the suggestion
of the latter that the local electrical
office was created. jnow that he has
been placed in a very responsible po-
aitioa aod leavee here, his successor
will have to be named for the local
office if the municipal authorities de-cide to continue the position.
_ Lives:der to- avoid anything of this
kind °cooling Mr, Burnett has re-
fused to int sprinkling outfits get wa-
ter front Any hydrants except one on
Kentucky *venue between Fourth and
Fifth and one on Third between Ohio
and Tennessee street. He now in ad-
dition requests the board of works to
have laid at different places around
the city Special hydrants from which
the sprinklers can get its water sup-
ply, and not let the street department
men open the regular fire 'hydrants
at all. Oa this matter being brought
before the -board of works yesterdey
the department was ordered to use
only those two designated. fire
hydrants until Mr. Burnett can be
conferred with and it be settled what
is best to do under the circumstances.
Street Inspector Abonzo Elliott was
ordered to use some to-inch pipe in
laying some mains to carry off the
liurface elrainwater accumulating
around Third and Harrison streets.
The o'd pipes do not work properly,
and another drain will have to be
Laid, with there leading down into
it a manhole, through which the
water will flow from the gutters and
street.
As the city is growing- larger and
more public streets have to be
cleaned daily, . tpere was ordered
purchased another garbage cart for
the street department. These carts
a: e Cie-- with dirt and trash that ac-
cummulabes upon the streets ad then
carried off.
The national house has passed thePhillippine Tariff bill by a vote of1258 to 71. The Democratic substitute
we's defeated by a vote of 23s tcli  ton.
—^ 4
Instructions were given Street
InspActor Elliott to have repaired a
bad part of the brick street right at
Fifth and Jefferson, it being a de-
ptession in which accumulates water,
Hirt and filth.
The board had laid before it by
CharlerWiseeles, a lawyer, a very un-
usual and unprededented request, that
of exempting the Ferguson-Palmer
Milling company,•Ierf South Third
street, from paying for any part of
the brick street work running in
front of their plant at Third and
Elizabeth-.streets. The request has
a very strange basis. Many , years
ago the late Elbridge Palmer, banker
during life, sold to the city for 111,700,
enough.of his private ground for the
public Wharf at foot of Elizabeth
street, to be built and opened up.
Phi, wharf rqps from Third and
Elizabeth, down Elizabeth beside the




Said to Have Asked for Release, But
Morton Denies Story.
New York, Jan, 17.—The World
today says: Friends of Grover Cleve-
land said yesterday that he is heartily
sick of his $fritrace position as rebate
referee for she Equitable, Autual and
New York Life 'Insurance companies.
Mr. Cleveland, is was said, told
Paul newton, president of the Equit-
able, on Monday that he would like
to be released from the position. Mr.
Morton, it was stated begged him to
remain and give the place a farther
trial
The conditions underlying Mr.
Cleveland's desire to. give up the posi-
tion are described by his friends as
two-fold. In the first place he was
dissatisfied with the publicity which
had been given his acceptance .of the
office and in the second place he felt
keenly the hostile criticism which the
publicity had 'aroused. When Paul
Morton was asked about these reports
yesterday he denied, them emphatic-
ally, declaring that theyidid not con-




General Manager Panama Steamship
Line Denies Accusations.
Rail Spread down about
Pryorsburg the cause
LY BLOCKADED.,
One of the Big Sao Class of EnginesWas Pulling the Unfortunate
Train.
TRAINS DETOURED
BY WAY OF CAIRO.,
Last evening at 8:45 o'clock fifteencoal cars, of the first section offreight train No.' /89 were ditchednear Pryorsburg, severak miles belowMayfield, and as a result the track is
now blocked but is being cledredaway as quickly as possible by the
wrecking crew form this city and also
that of Fulton. This morning thetrain due in at 1:4sa o'clock from
Memphis, Tenn., had to be detoured
around by way of Cairo and come infrom that direction en route to Louis
ville, while the passenger in from
Louisville at 3:45 o'clock, was sent
down to Cairo, and theu over the
main line to Fulton, and on down to-
wards Memphis.
The freight train last night was be-ing pulled by one of the big Sooclass engines, 'No. 855, with Engin-eer A. N. Grief and Fireman Samuel
Reed in charge. Conductor Briggshad charge of the train. The engineis of ,the largest and fastest class offreight engines used around here, andheretofore they 'have been using samestrictly for the Louisville division.
For tbe past ten days, however, theofficials have been trying them on theMemphis division out of here. Lastnigth at the hour mentioned whilethe freight was speeding rapidlyaround the sawn) curve at Pryorsburga rail spread and sent fifteen coal carsinto the ditch, but fortunately no one
was hurt, according to last report re-ceived early_ this morning.
Immediately on the mishap occur-
ring, the wrecking Crew from here
and that of Falton were sent to the
ecene of the disaster and they are
now working hard to-clear up the de-
bris that tore up the track consider-
ably and thoroughly blockading the
road.,
All trains going South out of here
were being detoured last night and
this morning by way of Cairo in or-
der to get around the wreck. The
train happening to the acident left
here last evening at 6:30 o'clock and
was bound for Memphis when the
&salter occurred. It was a coal train
altogether.
San Francisco, Jan:" 17.--eR. P.
Schwerin, vice president and general
tnanager _of the Pacific Mail Steam-
ship Co., said yesterday: The Pacific
Mail is in nowise responsi le for con-
gestion on the isthmus. On the con-
trary, our ships have been compelled
to Be over at Panama for eighteen,
nineteen and twenty days: when they
should remain at Panama not more
Shari a week. need we have had to
work early and late at this end of the
line trying to keep them bit theh
schedule.
'I do not know the cause of the
congestion on 'the isthmus, for I 'have
not been there. .I know, however,
that the Pacific Mail is just as keenly
interested in- the Panama trade 19 it
ever was. It is true that some of
steamers have come away from Ina-
ma without full cargo, but the reason
For it is that they have not been given
the freight ." '
Pay Car Here.
Yesterday morning the pay car ar-
rived here from Mounds, Ill., and
paid off the employiess. This morning
at 6:3o it proceeds oni down to the
Memnhis division giving the em-
ployes their pay checks.
Watch Inspector.
Inspector Harry Meyers of watcher
went down. to Cairo yesterday and
examined all watches of employes be-
tween here and there, while tomorrow
he goes down as .far as Fulton ori the
Memphis divi,sion.
Into Turntable Pit.
A leaking valve of the throttle
caused terigine No. 85 in the local
yards to run into the turntable pit
and be damaged a little, but it was
hauled out by the wrecking crew.
The engine was standing in the round
house awaiting repairs, when the
throttle flew open and, sent the mons-
ter into.the pit.
Chair of Forestry.
'Louisville, Ky., Jan. 17.—At a ses
sion of the National Hardwood-Man-
ufacturers' Association, which began
its convention yesterday, Frederwir'
Weyerhauser, of Minnesota,
made chairman of the committee to
take subscriptions to arid its the estab-
lishment of a chair of forestry at
Yale. About $5,000 was raised in a
few minutes. President Vansant teen
his annual report. There wilt prob-
ably be some changes in the prices of
hard wood. Officers will be elhoteltoday.
Wound Prorre&Fatale
Shelbbyville, Ky., Jan..
Harry Calloway, who was accidentally
shot by Charles, W. Batteir, in Haitt's
drug store, in Eminences, died yester-
day .morning. The bunlet entered his
heart just below the right ear. Mir.













 All But a
Whola and Two Pa
rts of Dis-
tricts—The City Board.
Dr. Jesse Gilbert, of 
the county
boarcl of, supervisors, 
yesterday said
it would be the first of 
February be-
fore the board wouad 
finish its work
of canvassing the 
assessors books
and have the property
 owners to
come before them. The
y have now




tion of the eight and
 parts of the
third and fourth. It 
will take ten
days or nearly two w
eeks to com-
plete' these, and then 
several weeks
will be devoted to the 
property own-
ers. The board is 
making many
raises as they go alo
ng and the valu-
ation of property for c
ounty tax pur-
poses will be raised s
everal hundred
thousand dollars.
Down in the "C's"
The city board of s
upervisors have
gotten down into the "
C's" with their
work, which is being
 taken alpha-
betically for the entire
 city, and not
by makisterial or othe
r districts They
will finish with the n
ames commenc-
ing with that letter, 
sometime today,
and proceed onward w
ith the work.
It will be the second 
week in Feb-




Yesterdae in the county
 court the
time for the -county 
supervisors to
sit was extended for 
fifteen days.
They have sat out th
e regular time
allotted by the law, an
d no the
county judge has to gr
ant extensions








Trustee of the M. D. 
Holton Es-
tate Wants Permission 
to Sell
Real Estate.
Yesterday in the bankr
upt court
Referee E. W. Bagby 
made an or-
der confirming the sale t
o L. Stanley
DuBois, of the machines a
nd fixtures
of the Paducah Wagon 
Works corn-
, party, pf Second and 
Washington
street;, which was forced 
into bank-
ruptcy some months a
go by its cred•
itons. The property was 
appraised at
$2,000 and sold to Mr. Du
Bois by the
truetee. This does not 
include the
accounra on the books of
 the com-
pany
Atwood & 4m.ith Case.
The trustee of the Atwood &
 Smith
csse, from Marshall count
y, filed his
report of exemptions wish 
the referee
and the document was 
confirmed.
The exemptions are thos
e allowed to
the bankrupt.
Lax & Company Matter.
The trustee of the William 
P. Lax
& Co. ease filed e report
 of exemp-
tions arid asked for permissi
on to sell
the personal property of th
e bank-
rupts. The referee has not d
one any-
. thing yet towards this end,
 but will
make the neceseraey orders. ,
Lax &
Co. are of Calloway count
y. ,•
5.
Cigars and Tobacco Sold.
The referee confirmed the #sa
le of
Trustee 0. E. Boyd in the
 Tayior
O. Fishier bankruptcy p
roceeding.
The trastee had sold to F
rank L.
Scott Use $180 the cigars a
nd tobacco
in the atoclic that was in the
 building
on Broadway near Fourth stete
ttee
Holton Estate.
The trustee of she M. D. Ho
lton
estate, of Murray, filed a re
port show
in the exemptions he had allowe
d
the bankrupt. This report was 
kit
open for additional informatio
n the
referee called upon the trustee
 for.
The trustee then ,asked for permis
sion
from tth court to seat Calloway
 county
and Oklaihoma Territory real est
ate
that the banicrupt owns. The referee
set January an% ae the time for he
ar
ing evidence and articling whether
 or
not he would al/ow sale of the real
ty.
First Creditors' Meeting.
The referee rented orders callin
g
the first mooing of creditors for J
an-
uary 27th in dee bankrupt procee
d.
Mg of William E. Ellis. At the time
the panties iholding claims against th
e
estate will present it and also choose
.
Their trustee who will look after their
interrees.
4. 
Eleven hundred hogsheads of to
-
bacco, coniaosing about one-thir
d of
the pool of Daviess county 
tobacco




solid at an average price of
 $9.5o a
...
immirre4. The retnainder of 
the
is said to be under option. T
he total
transaction Will amount to
 $400, .








Many Commissions of Notary
 Public





Smedley will commence 
moving his
records and effects back i
nto his old
office from, the cou
nty courtroom,
w'here he and force have
 been work-
ing while the .paanters, 
paperhangers,
and other mechanics hav
e been 'put-
ting his office into firs
t class condi-
tion during the past few
 weeks.
Property Sold.
Property lying in Rowl
andtown
has been sold by W. C. 
°Tryon to
J. T. Gilbert for Sloe T
he deel was




Lee Sheppard sold to 
Mlary Jane
Earles, for $260, land 
lying out in
the county.
Property on Campbell 
street has
been bought by Lena
 and William
Stringer from Thomas H
. Hays for
$70.
J. S. Russell transfer
red to Mrs.
It C. Aikin, for $1 
and other con-
siderations, property in t
he county.
Land on the 'Benton r
oad in the
county has beer. sold 
by Robert
Thompson to 1>. D. Russell
 for $toop°.
Andrew P. Humburg so
ld to Mrs.





Owen Wallace gave R.
 J. Thomas-
son $7oo, for property 
on the South
side of Jackson street.
F. F. Ghoh;on sold 
to John M.
Roark, for $568, land 
lying out in
the county.
Property on Flournoy 
street was
sold to Emma Cornilla




transferred to the K
atterjohn Brick
company, for $1 and ot
her considera-
tions, the pieces of pr
operty belong-
ing os the various Ka
tterjohn heirs








from the governor pe
rmiting them to
be a notary public
Power of Attorney.
John L. Cochran has 
granted Wil-
liam E. Cochran power
 of attorney,





Rev. J. E. Jones, aged
 to, of Prince-
ton, and Mary Green,
 aged 25, of
this city were grante








The Owners Gave Bon
d For Release
of the Craft and Clai
m the Ma-
chinery Is No Good.
Yesterday bond was e
xecuted ana
the release of the hu
ge gasoline tow-
boat White Oak pro
cured by Hon.
Hal Corbett, lawyer 
for the owners
of the steamer, that 
was tied up last
week by the United 
States court au-
thorities on a suit file
d against them
by Fairbanks-Morse &
 Co., of Be-
loit, Wis., for about $1,
9oo. Vernon
Blow and W. F. P
axton went on the
bond for release of the 
boat that was
turned over to the mas
ter, Captain
Kelly, who expects to l
eave today for
Louisville with the craft.
The steamer is owned by
 the Ohio
and Tennessee Rivet 
Transportation
company and was only 
recently com-
pleted up about Louisvi
lle. It is a
gosoline propelled affair 
apd the ma-




steamer left Louisville 
two, weeks ago
on hei'maiden trip, 
and-IX/tiff' She (t-
rivet' here en- route to
 the Tennessee
river to tow timber w
as tied" up
in the federal court by: the 
Beloit con-
cern for the balance of 
$1,000 claimed
sine upon the machinery
.
Captain Kelly claimed 
that the ma-
chinery was supposed 
to be a fifty
horse power engine, but
 that it is not
even ten horse power 
and very bad
at that. For this r
eason they re-
fused to pay for it.
 and agreed to
turn the outfit back 
to Fairbanks/.
Worse, but the latter 
would not ac-
cept it, (feriae they 
have been paid
a000 on the purchas
e price.
Captain Keay expects 
to leave to-
/lay for the Falls City 
with his steam-
er that is the larges
t gasoline pme
pelled towboat afloit.
After giving bond for 
the debt and
securing release of 
the 'craft the
owners of the boat 'ha
d their lawyer




will flow take up th
ese exceptions at
most any time.
The Daily Register, 
only roc. a
week.
Apostle Said to Have Stated 
That




'Salt Lake City, Utah, )an. 17
.--W.
Mi. Wolfe, professor of 
theology in
Brigham Young College, a M
ormon
institution at. Logan, Utah
, has
caused a.stir in Mormon circ
les, ac-
cording to a Logan; dispatch 
which
the Tribune prints, by renounc
ing his
belief in the Mormon faith, r
efusing
to pay tithes and severing
 his rela-
tions with the college.- Acc
ording to
Prof. Wolfe, as the Tribune
 quotes
him in an, interview, his ch
ange of
faith Was due to a trip to Mexi
co,
which satisfied him, 'he sai
d, that the
Mormon church had reced
ed from




found many young women
 who had
recently entered into the pl
ural mar-
riage relation with leading el
ders of
the Mormon church.
Prof. Wolfe is quoted as sa
ying:
"The Mormon settlements in
 Mex-
ico are closely in touch with 
those of
Arizona, and in each case
 polygamy
is practiced as freely toda
y as it ever
has been."
Prof. Wolfe is quoted as 
saying
that he sought an explanatio
n of these
conditions of Apostle Jo
hn Henry
Smith, asking how these p
olygamous
marriages could be reconc
iled with
the Woodruff manifestO, and h
e is re-
ported as quoting Apostle
 Smith as
f Obi owls :
"Why, Brother Wolfe, do 
you not
understend that the mani
festo was a
trick elevisete to beat the
 devil at his
own game."
Prof': 'Wolfe is tae son of
 a Presby-
terian clergyman. After 
engaging in
the newspaper business 
he came to
Utah ten years ago an
d became a
convert to Mormonism.
The Daily Register, onl
y roc, a
week.
:THREE MILLION Special Sale
FORGED BONDS AND 
LIABIL. on W 11ITIES OF DENNISON,
PRYOR & CO.
a Paper.
Assets Are About $x,5o0,000-
-Assets 
THE GREATEST BARGA1
8 IN WALL 1/4 PAPER TH
AT
Sent From Boston to the EVER BE
EN OFFERED TO THE IIT
BLIC. YOU CAN PAP
ER
Receiver.
Cleveland, 0., Jan. 17 . —Acco
r ding




affairs of Dennison, Prior & C
o., the
bankers and brokers, who faile
d sev-
eral days ago, the liabilities 
of the
firm, including the forged bon
ds put
out by L. W. Prior, will aggr
egate
$3,000,Ooo. The statement 
is given





a meeting today and had the
 fullest
returns possible made to th
em. 'Their
feding is, a receiver having 
been ap-
pointed in, the United St
ates court
and matters turned over to
 hint, that
it is due to the public that the
y make
the following statement:




$3,000,000, and there aoe va
lid assets,
either in the hands of the firm 
or rip
as colatteral, of about $1,500,00o.
 'Mist
total of $3,000,o00 includes abou
t $1,-
000,000 of assets and liab
ilities in the
Batson and Cleveland bond 
depart-
ments, which have not heretof
ore been
taken into account, as the bo
nds in
the bond departments are goo
d and
valid bouds largely hypothecate
d, and
more than ample to pay obli
gations
against them.
"Mr. Dennison was in (Boston 
last
Sunday and had shipped on to 
be turn
ed over to the receiver some
thing
over $5o,000 of good securities, w
hich
was all the property in the posse
s-
sion of the firm in Boston."
'AN the members of the Worlun
ena
council in St. Petersburg have
 been
arrested and the police claim
 to hays
found important documents 
and a
cipher list. Agrarian disor
ders pia-




L B. ilvie & Co.
January
Clearance  Sale!
For Actual Deepness of Price
 Cutting
this Sale Breaks every Record
 of the
Past and Sets a Mark not lik
ely to be





THEN DELAY NOT 
YOUR COM-




5 pieces Dress Goo




5 pieces Black Dress 
Goods, novelty




















 in cheeks and
stripes, regular val















Several pieces of 
Gingham, regular




z pieces Madras, for la
rts, regular




A STYLE YOU WILL LI
KE IS
HERE; YOUR SIZE IS
 HERE,
TOO, BUT YOU WILL 
BE MOST
PLEASED WITH THE S
AVING
IN PRICE
Ladies' Suits were $25.
00, reduced
to . $12.50
















IN THE PRICE, TOO
lot Embroidery Work a
nd Margin,
61/2 inches wile, at 
per yard. • 10e
Beautiful Neckwear



















A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEI
LING AND BORDER T
O MATCH
FOR THE WALL SUM OF O
NLY 65 CENTS. NICE 
PLAIN P.
-21AL DESIGNS THAT OT
HERS ARst SELLING A
T 6 CY-Jilin Pa.,
ROLL, WE WILL SELL Y
OU AT ONLY s%c PER
 SINGLE ROLI,
OR s CENTS PER DOU
BLE ROLL, ALL NEW A
ND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS. ALSO NIC
E HANDSOME DESIGNS 
AT s, roc, 15c, soc
AND UP TO $3.00 PER S
INGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS
, ALL PRICES
TO SLIT THE PEOPLE. 
NEW PA NELL EFFE
CT, INGRAINS
PWAIGNS IN CORNICE 
AND—EVERY CONVIEVIg
ABLE COL-
OR AND LOVELY AFFR
INGED BORDERS TO MA
TCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS.
. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD 
EFFECTS IN
JAPANESE FIBRE, AL
L COLORS. THE VERY LAT
EST DE-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW
 PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY
 A FULL LINE




 TACKS,AND BUILDING A
N DROOPING
PAPERS. .ALL AND 
SEE OUR NICE LINE OF
 SAMPLES AND
BE CONVINCED THAT 
WE WILL TREAT YOU R
IGHT AND
etIVK YOU THE BEST V
ALUES FOR THE MONEY
.
0.0.
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
EDGAR W. WHITTE1VIORE,
REAL ESTATE AGENCY'
MDUCAH REAL EST A W
ESTERN KENTUCKY FARM k EAS
II
MONTHLY PAYMENT L
OTS FOR INVESTMENT. WE
STERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTAT
E JOURNAL AND PRICE L
IST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. S
END FOR a".
ir.DG R W. WIIUTTEMOILE. 
evische.iah. Mo.
Stocks and Bonds 
es  
I
  2,830 .84
Furniture and Fixtur 







at close of business, Dec. 30,
 1905
RESOURCES.
Loans and Discounts 
$177.196 54
Cash and Exchange 














A DIVIDEND OF eaa PE
R CENT WAS DECLAR
ED OUT
OF THE NET EARNI
NG' OF THE PAST SI
X MONTHS
AND CREDITED TO T
M STOCKHOLDERS 
ENTITLED












Jo SOUTH THIRDZST:', 
PADUCAH, KY
J. K. HENDRYCK. J






Rooms r,, and 3 R
egister Band.
ing, 523 I-2 Broad
way.
Practice in all the 
tburte el the
state. Both phones 
as.
IS A GENERAL TONIC
.
A CERTAIN CHILL CU
RE.




BLES AND WILL RES
TORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY T
O PER.
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT 
ALL DRU
STORES.- '







SCHULTE HELD VERY DANGEROUS
GOES TO GRAND JURY ON CALDWELL STREET BRIDGETHREE CHARGES AGAINST I SHOULD BE TORN
HIM. DOWN.
Will Ray Given Continuance of Some Members Favor Making theCharge of Stealing Boots From Improvement, While Others Are
Young Taylor., Against the Idea.
Yesterday morning in the "police
court Bernice Schulte was held to the
grand jury in $15o bond in eadh of
three cases charging 'him with obtain-
ing goods under false pretenses: He
is accused of making purchases from
;diffeeen4 parties and then giving
worthless checks in payment thereof.
James Bradshaw was held to the
er:-eal jury on the Chargs of break-
ing into the residence of S. P. Rags-
dale, of North Ninth street, The
breach of the peace charges against
him was filed away.
A continuance was granted Ohades
Rogers, who is charged with sterding
coal from the Illinoas Central rail-
road yards.-
John Armstrong, colored, was given
a continuance until today of the case
charging him with carrying con-
cealed weapons.
Will Ray was given a postponement
until today of the warrant accusing
him of obtaining money by false pre-
tenses. Mr. Young Taylor, of the
dry docks, charges Ray with stealing
a pair of hip rubber boots and selling
same to 'key Ackerman, the second-
hand dealer of lower Kentucky ave-
nue.
Dan Campbell was fined $to for
striking Mabel Caldwell, both colored.
Rub.. Tucker got a $5 fine for a
breach of the peace.
H. Flippo was fined $to for a
breach of the peace and then ordered
tc pay $5o bond that he forfeited by






Although no specific agowance was
made for that particular impoove-
ment by the city legislative boards in
their apportionme'nt ordinance still it
is believed that they will be forced to
taloe out of the contingent fund
enough this year to either make a fill
where Cross creek row crosses Cald-
well street, near the Union depot, or
conctroct a ;ism wooden bridge to
displaces Ithe one now spaninang the
Chasm that is vary deep and about
thirty or forty feet in width.
City Engineer Washington yester-
day said that the old' bridge now
there was texceedingly dangerous and
it ghoul be torn-away ble.fore several
heavy teams and stew* cars get oa
it at the same time and the affair col-
lapses and causes a 'horrible catas-
trophe.
When a heavy car alone goes over
it now the strudture shakes like a
leaf in the wind, and great fear is en-
tertained for it by the engineering
department a All predict that if
something is not done that the saving
made by the public authorities in not
reconstructing the affair will be the
dearest saving ever effected by the
city of Paducah, a-. a multiplicity of
heavy damage suits would result if
the bridge gave flown and carried all
above it into the deep and dangerous
ravine below.
Every winter when the high weber
of the river backs up through Island
creek that keeps the ravines and gul-
leys of the depot section filled with
gushing and rushing water for
months. The constant washing back
and forth under the bridge carries
away the sides of the earth on top of
which rests the approaches to the
bridge. With the gradual disappear-
ance of the dirt the bridge becomes
weaker and weaker and something
will have to be done.
Several of the legislative members
have stated they realize the danger-
ous condition of the structure and it
will be one of the first things doneOnly Two Cases of Corporal Punish. when eprieg orns up. The streetmeat During Past Month Except car company and Iliinoie Central ra-id One Building. . road will both help the city make the
. improvement either a fill or huge
arched concrete culvert.
Tomorrow at soon the public
schools diermss for the day so that in
rthe afternoon the teachers and win-
-c:pals can have their monthly literary
gathaniog with Supt. Lich, at the
Washington building on West Broad
way. The pupils on being dismissed
are liberated from their studies until
the following Monday, when they re-
turn and start on tire semi-annual ex-
aminations that are conducted during
that week among the scholars in or-
der that they can be tested and it as-
certained whether or not advance-
ment sufficient has been made by
them in their 'iodic.' to be promoted
to the next higher grade, or whether
they should remain %here they are
or be Pet a grade lower.
Two Cases Only.•
Supt. Lich yesterday said that it
looked to 'him as if things were be-
coming more orderly in the echooh,
as durnig the schoolautic month end-
ing the first week of January he
found that outside one building there
were only two cases of corporal pun-
ishment over the city.. This is ea-
t traorditeary, as the punishments of
this nature usually run in the neigh-
( borthood of fifty or sixty each month.
At one building the last scholastic
• month there were six children whip-
ped, while at all the other • schools
• only two were inflicted that penalty,
and thi# shown that the children are
starting things off for 1906 with an
excellent. record, which it is hoped
they will continue, AS There, is noth-
ing the professor more dreads than
to corporally punish a scholar, but
it is neceseaty in many instances to
maintain order.
Will Contest Matter.
Mr. VVilliaan Byrd, the school.trus-
lee from the Fifth ward, whose eligi-
bility is being questioned, stated yes-
Ise
terday that he would most undoubt-
edly
• •
sit in the school board and did
* not intend to be o-ueted by the, com-
mittee that will report claiming he is
not legally qualified to sit juslt be-
came Ise is clerk of the county hoard
•
•
SAYS BOYCOTT IS DYING OUT.
Steamer Arrives From China After
Stormy Voyage.
Seattle, Wash., Jan. 17.—The
steamer Minnesota of the Great
Northern Line arrived last right from
Japanese and Chinese ports with 8,000
torte of freight and sixty passengers,
including a number of army and navy
officers, whose service in Asiatic wa-
ters has expired. The trip across the
Pacific iris exceptionally stormy.
Capt. Rander reports the Chinese
boycott as dying out. He says there
were a few disttrrbances in Shanghai
ae a rest* of the boycott, but they





Abram L. Weil & C. Buy Out Mz.
Ashbrook's Business.
To the Public: I desire to inform
the public, my friends arid patrons,
that I -have disposed of my insuranoe
business and good will to the well
known and responsible firm of Abram
L. Weil 8t Co., and ask for them a
continuance of your patronage. In
retiring from the business, which I
have conducted in this city for the
past 31 years,' it is but fitting that I
should publicly acknowledge my in.
debtedness mid appreciation of the
many favors and courtesies extended
me, and I take this means of express-
ing my thanks and gratitude, with a




We desire to inform all of having
bought the business of Mr. Ashibrook
and hope for a continuance of the lib-
el at patronage accorded him, guaran-of supervisors for a period of, ten teeing all Satisfaction and apprecia-weeks. He said that he would Snan- tion. 'damns the balance of the trusters in
the circuit court and compel them to
permit his sitting in the body until
the courts declared him ineligible.
A number of lawyers yesterday
said that the statutes prevented any
one from holding two public o
at the same time, and 'that
thought M. Byrd was disquali ed;
as was President Harry F. William-
s because the latter draws a regu-
1
ilt it,
lary for being a risrtiber of the
I-l of pension examiners for theral government at this point. This
.s a public office like the- otise.....
ces
Directors of the Tennessee Coal &
Iron company at a meeting in New
York atithorized an' issue of $7,000,-
040 of new common stock.
ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.
State Senator Brackett voted alone
in the New York senate for his reso-
lution requesting the resignation of
United States Senator Depew. The
democrats did not vote, and aW the
republicans. with the sxception of
Brackett, voted against the resolu-
tion.'
. A report of an examination of the
Kansas state treasury by expert ac-
countants, give' out by Gov. E. W.
Hoch, shows a shortage of about
Pio,Ooo. The report covered the
terms. of F. E. Crimes and the pres-
ent Treasurer, T. T. Kelley.
. Subscribe for the Daily Register..
--......+—..-------
OILY SKATES
?RESIDENT BAGBY FINDS THE
STONES AND SIDEWALKS
BESMIRCHED.
The Stone Steps Will Be Whitened in
the Spring With New Feund
Composition.
President Bagby, of the Carnegie
library, stated yesterday that he and
the other ttrustees- continue encounter-
ing much inconvenience and annoy-
ance as the result of children skating
upon the concrete pavements running
through the institution, lawn at Ninth
and Broadway. The trustees find
that the children use on their roller
stotes a certain kind of oil that comes
ott on the pavement and also upon
the stone steps leading up into the
building. This oil makes black and
ugly noes that seem to cling and
cannot be taken off.
The trustees want the city authori-
ties to pass an ordinaribe compelling
the little ones to keep off the pave-
ments running through the lawn, as
the concrete and stone not only gets
splotched with the oil, but there are
crowds of children skating over the
narrow walksin such large numbers
that people wanting to get into and
out of the library building have to
get off the walk and give same over
to the young folks. Mr. Bagby said
they intended having a police go out
to warn the children and he hoped
'this would result irs lireaking the prac
tice up, but that if it did not, he
would then ask the legislative bodies
to adopt,the bill as a last resort, and
make it Punishable with 4ries for the
children to skate inside the grounds.
The colored janitor of the building,
Clarence Archer, Ina run across a
preparation in one of the journals for
whitening stone, and some of this has
been ordered. In the spring it will
be put on the stone steps so as to
whiten same. They are getting a
little black with use and dust.
Archer gets magazines every month
from a janitor's supply house and Is
keeping posted on all things to keep
the institution in good condition in
his department.
HAVE CHARGE
ACTING MAYOR AND ACTING
COUNTY JUDGE ARE RE-
PUBLICANS.
The Law Requires That the Justice
Living Nearest Court House Be
County Judge.
This city and county now have
something that never existed before
in the history of the sectiora, that of a
republican mayor and republican coun
ty judge. President Oscar B. Starks,
of the board of aldermen, is tbc may-
or pra tern, while Mayor Yeaser is at
the state capital attending the meet-
ing of the corinnittee" on municipali-
ties, that is framing up proposed
amendments to laW9 affecting cities
of the second class, whidh includes
Paducah. •Justice John J. !Bleach is
lettere county judge during the ab-
sence of judge Richard Lightfoot,
who is in Nashville, Tenn., on busi-
ness, but expects to come back today.
Both the acting officials are members
of the republican party.
The law is that when the city may-
or is out of town the president of the
aldermanic body fills his place, so the
municipal government can have an, ac-
tive head here in the city. If the al-
dermanic president leaves town also
the councilmanic president is mayor
pro tern.
As regard., the law governing the
county it prescribes that in case the
county judge leaves the county, the
acting county judge is that justice of
the peace wlho reside' nearest the
county court house, Magistrate 'John
Bltich lives at Ninth and Clark
streets, only two blocks from the pub
lie building, and this makes the coun-
ty judgeship suantle fall upon his
.shoulders when Judge Lightfoot is
out of the city.
The judge went to Nashville to
look into matters regarding the dif-
ferent ways of building county jails
so that he can report on this question
when the fiscal court meets next
April, he desiring a new jail for this
county.
As yet Acting Judge Bleich has not
had anything to come before him in
that espacaly, while Mr. Sfarks said
yesterday That as mayor the only
thing be did was to give two money-
less people tickets to Southern points,
which they were trying to reach.
Heretofore the city has 'lad an act-
ing republican mayor, and the county
an aeting republican judge, but these
sebstitutinns newer before came at
the same time, that is as anyone can
recall:
Joe Ludwig, the deputy sheriff who
has sprung the trap on every man
hanged in_ Jefferson county during the
last twenty years, has declined to
perform'this task in the exectition of
V.Villliam Van Dalsen. He gives no
reason but says he will not go on the
scaffold.
ST. LOUIS RECORD
CHIEF KEILY SAID THE VE-
GRO WAS ARRESTED -
THERE.
Detective King Thinks the Tunica
Negro Was Caught by the Chi-
cago Authorities.
‘.1
Yesterday morning Detectives Bak-
and Moore received from St.
Louis a record there of the negro Bud
Ballinger, who is under arrest here
on the charge of stealing some mon-
ey beIonging to Lizzie Jenkins, and
who is thought to be George Jenkins
wanted at Tunica, Miss., on the
charge of murdering a young fellcs.v
named Clifton about twenty months
ago. If he is the Tunica murderer
there is a $1,3o0 reward out for him.,
Chief Matthew Keily, of the St.
Louis force, said that Ballinger had
been arrested there April 8th, 1904,
on the charge of grand larceny, and
fined $soo and given hours in which
to get out of the city. The Future
Great chieftian also said 'that he be-
lieved Ballinger had served five years
in the penitentiary at Nashville for
robbery, but was not sure.
When Ballinger was arrested here
two weeks ago Detective Moore sent
to Chief Kelly a picture of the ac-
cused, the likeness being taken here,
and the same time the St. Louis offi-
cer was asked • if any record of the
darkey was known there. Chief
Keily promptly replied sending
here another picture of Ballinger
which they had taken over there, to-
gether with his Bertillion system
measurements that showed the man
in both likenesses, was the negro here.
Detective J. D. King, of the Illi-
rois Central railroad, yesterday in-
formed Sleuth Moore that he was
most sure the Chicago authorities had
captured the negro wanted at Tunica,
and the Ballinger is not the Jenkins
desired there.
The Tunica people have never yet
sent back any word as to whether the
suspect is the proper man for the
killing there, so yesterday Detective
.Moore wrote them again that they
must ,say one way or the other whethCl he is the man or not. If he ain't
he will be tried on the charge of




WILL GO UP IN LANG
PARK.
Dr. D. G. Murrell Is alairman of
Committee, and Says ibis Has
Been Setted Upon.
Dr. D. G. Murrell y..sterday said
that he noticed in the morning that
the nignt before there had been se-
lected a committee from the James T.
Walbert camp of Confederate veter-
ans for the purpose of seeing about
getting a strip of ground dedicated at
the Carneigie library lawn for pur-
pose of erecting inside the plot the
monument that will be put up to
memory of Southern soldiers and
women. As to this the physician said
that the place for construction of the
monument bad already been decided
on, it being Lang's park, which sits
right in the center of Fountain
avenue, and is the finest spot inside
the city for the edifice. He continued
that the people having charge of
raising the monument fund had
chosen this park site, which would
he utilized, it being public ground
and most appropriately located.
The library lawn was at one time
seriously considered, but those in
charge afterwards came to the con-
clusion that it was too far down to-
wards the business portion pf the
city, as it would be only a few
years until the stores and commercial
interests had extended out as far as
Ninth street, and this would, ultimate-
ly result in the monument being sins
rounded by commercial buildings, if
put up there. To the reverse he said
the object was to get it out in the
residence part of town where it
would be an adornment for all, and
not closely fitted in between big busi-
ness houses. The monument is ex-
pected to stand forever, therefore
they: do not want to get it too close
down in town.
Dr. Murrell is chairman of the
corrunittee that has the, monument
fund in hand, and they arc ;flaking
arrangements for the big minstrel to
be given within the next few weeks,
at The 'Kentucky, the receipts from
which entertairrmilat go to the fund.
Lang's park is the circular plot of
ground sitting fight in the colter of
Fountain avenue at the point where
West Miadison street intersects the
avenue. The library matter was
brought up Tuesday night at veter-
ans meeting at instance of some lady
of the city, and without knowledge
of the chairman, who with the others
has already decided on this score.
A cable messhge from Egypt an-
nounced the -death in that country of
Thomas J. Ornery, a multiminionaire
of Cincinnati.
ENGAGED COUNSEL ;:iv;
LAWYER CORBETT WILL REP-
_ RESENT DR. JAMES
PAYNE.
Money Has Been Paid to Parties
Having Claims Against the City
of Chattanooga.
Yesterday morning Hon. Hal Cor-
bett received word from• Dr. James
Payne, of Bandana, that the latter
wanted him as legal counsel in the
case which conies up 'tomorrow at
Bandana wherein Xlbert Titsworth is
charged with taking the physician's
watch, pocketbook and case of med-
ical instruments from him and also
' .1
blank pai•tr
out, so it is charged, and made to
read that the doctor gave Titsworth
the valuables to satisfy the costs Tits
worth was put (to when Payne sued
his for medical fee. " Mr. Corbett
said he would not go to Bandana to
the examining trial of Titsworth, as
that would be looked after by asso-
ciate counsel down there, but he will
las present at the circuit court if the
mattes- gets there.
Money All Paid.
Clerk Joh. R. Puryear, of the
United States court here, has paid out
all the $8,ocio to parties having debts
against the former owners of the
steamer City of Chattanooga. The
parties each reoeinted for the' money
on getting their respective allottinent.
It took only a day or two to pay
everything out after the checks came
from Judge Evans at Louisville, as
the claimants were all anxiously
awaiting their money. This now
winds up the proceeding.
Bad Language Used.
Yesterday Justice Charles Emery
issued a warrant charging Henry
Sparks with using insulting language
upon the public 'highway several milesfrom this city on the Cairo road. He
Will be given a trial Saturday morn-
ing before the magistrate at the lat-
ter', offioe on Legal Row here in thecity.
New Constable.
No contsable was elected for the
Third magisterial district during the
November election, so Judge Light-foot has appointed Thomas Langdon
to that potsition. He is at present
the bookkeeper for Biederman's gro-cery at Seventh and Washington
streets.
Mail Suits.
On account of his pressing business
keeping him here, Hon. Hal Corbett
will not 'have time to go to (lope Gi-rardeau, Mo., and file in the United
States court the big damage snits of
Captain Frank Farnskey and others
against the city of New Vadrid, Mo.,
for damages on account of false ar-
re.a and imprisonment during the yel-
low fever quarantine last summer.
Mr. Corbett will mail the petitions
to the clerk of the federal court there
and have him to file them.
CLEVELAND CANNOT GO
TO BROTHER'S FUNERAL.
New York, Jan. 17.—Former Pres-
ident Cleveland came to New York
yesterday from his home in Princeton,
and later was joined by Mrs. Cleve-
land. It was said last night that,
while Mir. Cleveland is not ill, he is
not feeling in the best of health.
When Mr. Cleveland arrived in New
York he found that there were no
rooms in the hotel Where he usually
makes his headquarters. Then he
went to the home' of Paul Morton,
*here he was a guest last night.
Dr. J. D. Bryant, Mr. Cleveland's
physician, was a guest at the Morton
home last night. Speaking of the
former presndent's health, he said:
"Mr. Cleveland is silghtly indis-
posed, but is not by any means ill.
I will give you my word he is not ill.
The trip to Ohno is so long and so
tedious that I advised Mr. Cleveland
not to go. He reluctantly consented
not to do so."
MISS ROOSEVELT'S
WEDDING OUTFIT.




OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room Ira Fraternity Building.
New Phone Ha. Old Phone aoa.
i•
•
H. T. Hessig. M. D.
Residence.
Eighth and Jackson Streets.
Telephone 270.
DR. RbBT. J. RIVERS
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 353
Office hours 8 to so a. in., s to 3
p. ti.. ea.te to j p. in.
EKCURS1OIN:
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-et company—the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
1$8.00 for the Round
Trip to lennessee river
and return.
New York, Jan. 17.--Quite a large
number of gowns for Miss Alice
Roosevelt's wedding outfit are being
made in Baltimore, Md., according to
a dispatch to a morning paper from
ghat city. The wedding gown is to
consist of a heavy white satin bro-
cade, being made in ars American silk
factory of a design originated for the
president's daughter. The old lace
belonring to the Lee family of New
Fngland, Miss Roosevelt's mother's
will be used in trimming the
gown.
Yesterday several of the gowns
were petit to Washington for the pro-
spective bride's inspection. Among
them is the traveling dress of Pale
gray broadcloth. For this dress an
exquisite set of furs is being made of
silver fox, also a turban of the same
fur. Theft is also a white satin eve-
ning dress combined with, chiffon and
real lace, and one of palest sea foam
over green silk._
It is a trip of pleasure, comfortand rest; good service, g table,good rooms, etc. Boats re each
Wednesday and Saturday 5 p. rnFor other information apply to Jas.Koger, superintendent; Frank L.Brown, agent
11.1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH!
TELEPHONES








Room No. 5, Columbia Building.
Dr. B. B. Griffith
phones 240 at residenc. Office hours
7 to g a. m.; x to 3 p. En.„ 7 to ,p.
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
Both phone a88 at the office, both
_a__ 111.





J. C. Flournoy Cecil Rod
FLOURN 0 Y & REED
LAWYERS
I
BLOOMS 10, si and Is. Columbia Ellds.
PADUCAH, KY.
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, rao
Nort hFifth, Both Phone 355.




Old Phone 08 Red; New Phone 31,
Paducah. Kentucky.
 •
E. H. PURY EAR,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Rooms s and 6 Register Building,,














Concerning his noted car
eer and
his most successful life one
 who Idiew
I him will thus speak of t
he deceaeed:
"Marshall Field was wit
hout ques-
tion the greatest and most 
successful
merchant of his generati
on anti he
was one of the world's r
ichest men,
his ,wealth being estimat
ed ,14 anye
w e ronu t$0,coo,noo
 SO •000-
000. -
'elle was a native of Co
nway, Mass.,
where he was born in 
1835. His
father was a farmer and 
Mx. Field
obtained 'his education
 in the public
schools of 'Conway. At
 the age of 17
he became a clerk in a ge
neral cowl-
try store in Pittsfield, Mas
s., where he
remained for lour years. 
esoo.„„
.9-13e came eo Chicag
o in 1856 and
began his career in this 
city as a clerk




During the four years
 that he re-




tatio be was given a 
partnership. The
late Levi Z. Leiter was al
so connected
with the firm and in
 i865 the two
young men withdrew an
d in company
with Potter Palmer the
y organized
the firin of Field, Palme
r & Leitee
wench sec:interned until 18
67, when 
Palmer 'withdrew With and th
e firm be-
came Field, Leiter Ss Co.
 This con-
tinued until 1881 when 
Mr. Leiter re-
tired and the firm becan
ie known as
Marshal) Field & Co., 
as it is today.
"3/he house forged to th
e front very
rapidly and it is now t
he largest en-




Europe and Asia:- I
ts remarkable
success is attributed a
lmost entirely
to Mr. Field and his 
methods. He
made it a rule never to 
borrow money
and never to issue a n
ote. He paid
cash for everything h
e bought, not
only in connection with hi
s dry goods
enterprise, but for all o
f his dealings
in real estate and in 
other invest-
ments. The great fire o
f 1871 was the
only reverse ever exper
ienced. by the
house of Marehall Fiel
d & Co. -Its
losses at that time a
ggregated ovet
$l,000.000.
"In 1872 the wholesale d
epartment
was separated from. the r
etail store
and the latter now cover
s two city
sqUares and is located i
n buildings
twelve stories in height. Wh
ile build-
ing up dry goods store
 which has
grown to such matnoth 
proportions,
Me. Field, who was a firm
 believer in
the future of Chicago, i
nvested heav-
ily in real estate and to 
the apprecia-
tion of this in value he 
owed mush
of his wealth.
"At the close of the Wor
ld's Fair
in 1893 Me. Flee endowed 
with $12,-
000,000 the museum no
w known. as
the Field Columbian m
useum for
which a home valued at
 W000,000 is
shortly to be erected in 
the heart of
the city. He later gave
 to the Un-
iversity of Chicago land 
valued at
$450,000 to be used for a
thletic per-
poses and a portion of it 
is known
today as Mutshall Field. 
He was ex-
tremely charitable in oth
er directions,
never failing to contribute
 to a cause
which he knew to be 
worthy.
"Personaky• Mx. Field wa
s a hand-
some Irian, a trifle ab
ove. medium
height, slender and well 
proportioned.
He was popular 
aithouga he
never mingled in societ
y as the word
is generally understood.
 In his per-
sonal tastes and habits h
e was quiet
and modest. In politics 
be never in-
terfered although, he 
was always
ready to aid with time a
nd Money
any movement looking t
owards better






Democratic ticket in 19
04. He was
severel times offered the 
second place
on the ticket but refused 
to accept- it.
"Mr. Field was twice 
married, his
first wife having died s
everal years
ago. Mir. Field had tw
o children,




Field., Jr., who accidentall
y shot him-
'elf at his home in Chicag
o Novem-
ber 22, Igoe and died f
ive days later.
September 5. tope, Mr
. Field was
married in Lonnon. Engl
and, to Mrs.
















Entered at the post
office of Padu-











Anyone failing to r
eceve this paper
regularly should repor
t the matter to






This country won't 
get into any
kind of trouble over
 the 
Moroccanquestion. 'Wars have to be
declared
by congress, and that
 body has about
'settled this country
 las little interests
in Moroccan affairs
.
Me. Roosevelt is 
credited with
saying to a Tenness
ee delegation that
be is a "good J
acksoniazi," but be
failed to say just 
what kind of a
"good Jacksonian." 
He evidently
meant an admirer, f
or he is not a
good disciple, well, n
ot politically, at
/east.
The elections in Eng
land are about
to reach a conclusi
on. Great Britain
has not learned to sett
le 50 important
a matter as choosing 
a parliament in
a day, but does so
 in a continuous
manner. But as all t
hings. must have
an ending England's 
election can not
be an exception.
Senator Depew has 
another bland
smile coming to him
. The New York
senate endorses; his 
connection with
the Equitable Life 
Assurance society,
etc., as .it *refused; t
o pass the resolu-
tion to ask fhim to
 resign: The Ne
w
York senate must 
have feared Depew
tad some knowledg
e of what Lobbist
Hamilton did with tho
se many thou-






bany. The senator 
undoubtedly had









sembly selested M. 
Fallieres, presi-
dent of the enate, 
over M. Dorer.
pr esider t of she de
puties. M. • Fel-
lieree isucceede M. 
Loubet, the pres-




d to stand for re.
election.




thing like nine hun
dred and fifty
'members., some wh
om are life mem
Isere, and not the peo
ple direst 'name
the president. The 
duties of the of-
fice, too. differ essenti
ally from those
of the president of th
e United States.
The president of Franc
e pi\omulgateS
law,- voted by both cha
mbers and hi-
ssers* their execution. 
He selects a
ministry from the two c
hambers, who..
conseitute the real e
xecutive author-
ity. Every act of t
he preesideat must
be ccnintersignect by
 a mipieter. The
premier is the actua
l ruler, as is the
came in Great Brita
in, The president
being a sort of figur
e-head imperson-
ation of government, w
hose chief fame
is to forrn a new mi
nistry from
the stiocessful party i
n: parliament.,
when another has 'been
 forced to re-
sign by an adverse vote. 
Ile may,
tiovrever, with the consent 
of the sen-
ate, dissolve elve chamber
 of deptities,
the poptAar branch of the nat
ional
legiMature.
M. Fallieree is not so democra
tic
as M. Loubet, who came direct from
the people, but is more of a states-
man and practical, politician and will
no doubt make trance a capablie
chief executive.
Death of Marshall Fidel.
The world has lost its greatest mer
-
chant is the general declaratio
e
prompted by the death of Marsha
ll
Field, of Chicago,. who expired Ter
re
ege day. in •New York, after' A
 brief
illness from pneumonia. In the rip
e-
noes of life, at the apex of a most w
on-
derfat career, with the plaudit
's of the
svearlitteonstantly soundi
ng in his ears,






nett last evening received 
a message
over the long distance 
telephone
from his wife at Grand R
ivera, she
*flying that Mrs. Henry Perk
ins, her
sister-in-law, was a little 
better with
her attack of pneumonia, b
ut still in
a very precarious conditio
n. Mrs.
Presnell went up several' d
ays ago,
and' if the condition of
 her relative




'Chief Surgeon Murrell o
f the rail-
roan hospital, and his assi
stants, yes-
tereay removed the tpnsils
 and an
adenoid from the throal 
of' the little
son of Mrs. Clara Burne
tt Culley.
The little fellow has be
en unable to
breath throtigh his no
se, but the
,aperation was a surreal a
nd will re-
lieve ina condition.
The case of Gaynor and 
Greene, at
eaeaneete, Ga., has passed
 through
all pleas and a jury has
 been ordered
to take up the trial'.
?The mine owners and o
perators of
the anthracite region, w-here
 a strike
is Inantinent, are to
















s as a little
Spanish town across tht.
 bay from
Gibraltar, where ,they' take
 the rail-
road tor the interriur of S
pain. No
history hes been made t
here. since
it---evse -ft- sort of -base —Ter
thlast
French and Spanish seige
 of the rock.
But it is . ,the *gene n
owj of
the assembling of a eonfer
enceiof all
the European pores and t
he nited
States, which mayeelead 
to a new
Franco-German War,
We have not the least idea w
fi the
United States government i
s sending
eilinister White from Ita
ly and up-




United States to seppress the
 Mier-
ine pirates- as made the prete
xt of
the invitation audits acceptanc
e. But
we are unable to see what 
the pro-
tection of American commer
ce in the
Mediterranean a Ireeitire 
years ago
has to do wit% the policing 
of the
frontier of Morocco today:
r,Phat is the vital questionat
 be con-
sidered: at the Algercine 
ference.




France,- Spain and England
, within 
much cobcerning any other
 power.
Those powers had agreed 
to charge
France with the policing of
 Morocco,




there of any nation.
The kaiser saw the opportun
ity of
attacking Prance when de
ptived of
the support of Russia and
 of break-
ing up her new' friendly und
erstand-
ing with Great Britain. He
 corn-
pelted the French governm
ent by ac-
tual threat of war to dismis
s the for-
eign minister who made th
e conven-
tion with England and Spai
n and sub-
mit the whole question to
 an Europ-
ean conference. What will be
 his at-




interests in Morocco and
 the affair
does not concern him excep
t as a pre-
text for attack on. a week
c? neighbor
and the opportunity of w
ar that
might -enable him to abso
rb smaller
states.
Meanwhile there are 
ominous
stories of secret preparati
on for war
in Frame and. Germany. Th
e govern-
ment of each nation ex
plains the
steps it is taking by th
e attitude of
the other. The French arm
y was no-
toriously not ready for wa
r when the
kaiser threatened it las
t summer.
After that experience it w
ould have
been suicidal not to try t
o put it in
a ,better state of /preparati
on. If the
emperor is going to make
 this a pee-
text for attack, war is s
till a game
of international ,oaiiies.
As/things stand there co
uld not be
a second war between F
rance and
Germany. At the time o
f the hold-up




France if attacked by 
Germany. This
assistance could be give
n only, on the
sea, and would be more
 prodkable to
England then helpful to
 Fra e, so it
did not prevent the lat
i r f
rendering to Germany at
 thai time.
But if the kaiser sho
uld still be bent
on war, he will have to
 reckon with
the-English navy in hi
s fit et,91is com-
merce, his colonies and
 hieeepast har-
bors. Again it may 
be the destiny
of England to stand 
between the con-
tinent and a milita
ry pbwer that






] Bill With Oth-
ers Are Introduced
Frankfort, Ky., Jan. 
17.—Bills in-
troduced into the 
legislature yester-
day included some 
important meas-
ures. Among them is
 an amendment
to the' libel laws, rel
ating to the evi-
dence and damages 
in actions for li-
bel. The makes' it 
competent for
either party to prove 
that. thersplain-
tiff reqeested or omitte
d to feet' et
retraction. The defe
ndant may .lao
allege and give proof 
that the matter
complained of was pub
lieked without
malice and that the c
beferedant within
three days after demand
 in writing to
retract /nd correct, or
 within three
days after service of 
summons and
Aeriiplaint if there W
as no demand,
did pablish a sufficient 
correction, re-
traction or explanati
on in a manner
MS conspicuous as tha
t in Which the
alleged libel was publi
shed, in at least
two six-oeseive issues 
of the same
periodicXl. Upon proof 
of such facts
the plaintiff shall not b
e entitled to
punitive, but only to ac
tual damages,
and upon publication, of
 the correc-
tion or retraction the de
fendant ma,'
plead same in Miligati
nn of damages,
Bills introduced in the ;
house pro-
vided the following: App
ropriation of
Seo,000 for establishmen





ing Sunday letiecursions 
oft ;railroad's.






inistsion to the bar and a
n examining
board of severs 'to be app
ointed by the
court bf appeals. To pr
eeent county
judges and county 'cermet 
clerks from




H. P. Faris, of Mayfiel
d, was ar-
rested near Fourth and Br
oadway yes
bet-day and locked. up b
y Detectives
Moore and Baker on t
he charge,, of
being dreink.- •
Subscribe for the Dai
ly Register.
Delivered to your ho








We Otter $50 Itel:vaii
TO ANY PERSON H
AVING THEIR WAT
CH REPAIRED BY 
US




Jewelers in Padu-We make t
his offer not only to ins
ure that we are, not
Rev. Chiles Work Should
 Be As- EST, but t
he BEST Watchmakers
 and Manufacturing
sisted, Where He Is 
Raising
Money to Buy Building
.
Next Tuesdey thte first 
quaeterly
conference of this year f
or the Padu-
cah City Mfission Method
ist churches
will be held at the church
 in Little-
vale, near the Union 
depot. This
will be the first time Pre
siding Elder
Blackard has. held a co
nference for
the mission, which incl
udes the
Merteedist churches at 
Tattles:die,
Little Cypress, Lone O
ak and La-
Center, all of which are pr
esided over
by Rev. T. J. Owen, an
d the officers
of which congregations
 will be here
to make reports of t
heir churches.
The presiding elder 
preaches in the
morning, while at n
oon dinner is
taken at the buildi
ng, all bringing
their baskets with th
em. During the
afternoon the business
 is disposed of.
New Church.
The new Methodist ch
urch at Little
Cypress is being ere
cted during the
winter months, but. th
e structure will
be completed by s
pring. Services
will be held there% 
Sunday morning
and Sdfurday evening 
by Rev. Owen,






(To Citizens of Pad
ucah.)




Third street, is in the 
hands of R. W.
Chiles and wife, who 
have eerved
unselfishly in this conu
nendabk work
for the last seven yea
rs and still offer
their services to the 
people. The
property is offered at 
the reasonable
sum of four thousand 
dollars Memo).
They have a subscription
 liet_present-
ing the claim and expec
t a hearty and
liberal response, and 
it is a matter
that shoukt concern all
 the people and
especially our business
 men since the




more good from ever
y standpnint.
with the means expe
nded than any
work in the city. An
d since we are
bound to recognize t
he great benefit.
we know that it wou
ld be the wise
thing to rally to t
hese competent
people and secure the 
place and their
future services and n
ot let the op-
portunity pass. The p
lace is properly
located and adapted f
or present need
an is of sufficient 
dimensions to an-
swer for the future 
demand of this






THAT AND SHOT 
AT BEN
BOYD.






 cut any fig-
ure with Henry Boy
d. colored, this
morning shortly befo
re i o'clock, as
he cracked down onc
e at hie brother,
Ben Boyd, the basebal
l magnate, but
the bullet spent its 
way without
striking anyone.
Ben Boyd was giving
 a dance down
about Ninth and Bo
yd street's, while
'his brother Henry got
 a little boister-
ous and created di
sorder. Ben put
Henry out nnei ties ru
ffled the tenet
ro that he got his g
un and took, a
crack at the baseball
 enthusiast, who
is a well known 
darkey. Officers
Hill and Ferguson a
rrested the shoot-
ist ,who was locked up
.
cab.
We also sell Elgin or 
Waltham Watches wit
h ao year case for $
ro











We pride ourselves in 
this department, which 
turns out our work
promptness', BEST OF 
WORKMANSHIP, and 
at prices which 
defy
competition. We make
 a specialty in repairin
g Fine French C
locks,
and English Hall 
Chime Clocks. Clocks
 called for and de
livered at
your request. We do Gol
d and Silver plating at
 short notice and 
shore
prices. Diamon& reset 
while you wait. We wi
ll take in exchange 
for
any purchase any OLD GO
LD and SILVER 
yds—have no use
for, giving you full mark
et valet for same, which 
i about the same at 
•
giving you New Goods fo
r Old Goode. 
A Li
WATCH GLASSES F
REE IN OUR OPENIN
G, TO ALL WATCHES'
LEFT TO REPAIR AT
 THESE REDUCED PRI
CES FOR
30 DAYS ONLY
Watches cleaned and exa
mined
New Mainspring, best 
quality  
New Case or Hairs.pcin
g  
New Jewels, whole oe c
over  
75c up Watch .,H a nd s 
10c up
75c up Watt Glasses 
toe Up •
75C up Watch Keys 
 Sc
soc up.
We are the cheapest i
n Watch and Jewelry r
epairing in Paducah. All
work guaranteed for on
e year. Highest ptjce





uring Jeweler and O
ptician.
NEW PHONE ite-R 
640 BROADWAY, PA
DUCAH, KY.




6 5(5 It is poor economy to have
8 your watch repaired by the
95 V 
CHEAP rnan.
You want FIRST CLAS
S
work at Reasonable p
rices.
We fill the bill exact
ly.
-




'W, ;(4 4ga 24
-
r‘3 XMAS IS GONE, BUT
Welch's Jewelry Store k






Dr. Sidney Smith A
N....
DENTIST.











Greer, colored, with 
obtaining goods
under false pretense
s. He will be
arraigned before 'the 
police court and
tried.
He is the negro doi
ng time in the
county jail for petty 
larceny, and who
while a "trusty" to ru
n errands for




massy sacks of flour then
 were charg-
ed to rive jailer, and t
hen selling, 'same
to a man named Bank
s for money by
claiming the property 
was his own.
He had been sent 
to the grocery










roken! How, in the
ante of sense, did that 
happen?
' Wife—I don't know,
 except that when
I got up this morni
ng, I found your
meerschaum pipe In th
e front hall and





dents will happen. I p
resume there has










Water and Oil Colo
rs,
Mottos and Calanders
Framed right up to 
date in five mhse






Having secured the servi
ces of Mr.
John Niehaus, he would 
be pleased Highest 
price paid for second-handl
ers, promising them the 
quickest see.
to meet his friends an
d old custom- -Sto-Ves ekr2c! 
-.
vice and nothing but the
 best drugs
at reasonable prices 
. Ftirrzttbre.
; Buy anything and sell ev
erything.





Will bring pleasure 
to your
home during the lon
g winter
evenings. They are pl
aying
now at our store. Com
e in
and hear them. Then y
ou'll


















'agog Stock - Satisfaction Coarailteed Lowest Pi
Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers
The Paducah Furniture Manufacturing Coek,
• '




BIG DAMAGE SUIT AGAINST
THE I. C. R. R. SET
DOWN.
etmall Judgment Against Rehkopf
Seddlcry Company Awarded El-
mer Collins—Other Cases.
For the twenty-fifth day of this
term of circuit court there wai yes-
terday by Judge Reed set for trial
the bg. $25,000 damage suit of Anna
Scott, administratrix of James Scott,
against the Illinois Central railroad.
James Scott was employed in the
yards of the road at Fulton, and one
• night was standing on the back plat-
form step of the switch engine, while
running through \the yards, doing
some switching. The rubber air
brake hose was dangling across the
step and onto ground. The iron on
the end of the 'hose came in the
tracks and jerked the step so that
Scott was thrown off and run over,
being killed instantly. The engine
was backing at the ;time.
Master Commissioner Cecil Reed
4 was ordered to distribute the money
he had on, hand in the suit of 1. 0.
aiWalker, administrator, against Elma
Dorris Walker. The litigation is for




The defendant filed a motion ask-
ing the court to give judgment for
defendant, notwithstanding the jury
has already found for plaintiff, in the
suit of Dr. J. 1). istith, Sr., against
the street railway eompany. Plain-
tiff got $15o damages against the car
line for injuries sustained by being
thrown from a car at Ninth and
Broadway by the motorian starting
up too soon as the doctor was slight-
ing. Charley Wheeler is on the los-
ing side, and Hendrick, Miller &
Marble the winning side.
There was submitted to the court
himself, and not tried by jury, the
action in which the Paducah Cootie%
age company claims the Paducah`
Veneer and Lumber company con-
fiscated a strip of the cooper/ge son-
/cern*s ground Chat adjo' A that of the
veneer works. The • dge has not
yet rendered his decision. 
...„
▪ New Suit Wanted.
• A new trial  was asked for in the
unit of Cora McManus against 1 the
Paducah City Raikway company. In
this matter the plaintiff got $335
• 'damages against the 
company be-
cause of injuries she . sustained on
being tnrown from a car at Sixth and
Husbands 'street. Charley Wheeler
represents the defendant that lost,
while Taylor & Lucas represent the
winning side.
The defendant asked the cowa to
require the plaintiff to make more
.specitic the suit of J. R. Cheatham
against H. P. Hawkins, for money
Cheatham claims Ilawkini owes him.
The jury brought in a verdict' for
$too damages for plaintiff in the suit
'of Elmer C011ins against the E.
Rchloopf Saddlery -company. Law-
yers Hendrick, Miller & Marble rep-
resenting the winning side and Char-
ley Wheeler the losing. Collins was
employed at . defendant's collar fac-
tory and got badly injared by the
improper wosking of some defective
belting aropnd which he labored.
There wee continued the damage
suit of Joe Wood against the News-
Dernocratollairittff seeks $5,000 dam-
ages because defendant refined
editorially to him as a thug, as he
charges.
Tomorrow there comes up the suits
of H. L. Styers oils L. F. Wallace
and Carl Murphy vs. Illinois Central
railroad.
Today the actions against the In-
terstate Life. Asausance carpany
comes tip for trial.
Docketed Immediately.
There was tiled yesterday a divorce
snit by .Myrtle Bow against J. S.
Boaz and_by agreement of the parties
it was immediately docketed and
• comes tip shortly for trial. They
married ip Graves county November
8t.h. 180, and he left .her several
erionths ago, en charges plaintiff,':4O
in addition atiCilees Win- of firm 1 and
inhuman treatausat hy kickijes and
beating her. , ,
Outfit -Tied Up,
Sheriff John Ogilvie 'fas attached
and tied up the/ machinery and mat-
tress outfit of W. D. Cline. who left
bete some months' ago and Jocated
in Oklahoma. '1114 onefttis still here
and was . attached hy e be Grseno
ecrrnseany that soll• aline same ma-
chinery that was never paid for. The
concern now sues him for the price
of the mechanism.
For Defendant.
Tbe jury yesterday afternoon
brought in a verdict for the lefecd-
ant in the su't of Earl K. Slater
against the Mergenthaler-Horton
Basket factory, Slater worked there
arna got three fing-ers cut off with a
rip saw several, montlis ago, while
another finger was stMened so it can-
not be used' now. ,Slater -teed for
$to,000 and got nothing.
Injunction Suit.
The judge heard argument of coun-
sel for plaintiff in the injunction suit
of John C. Garner against Sheriff
Dave Reeves, of Marshall county.
The lawyers for the defense were not
present, and Judge Reed left the met-
ter open until tomorrow in order to
give those attorneys an opportunity
to speak, when he will then take the
litigation under advisement and ren-
der an opinion.
Garner is of Mashall county, where
the public officials tax every male in-
habitant of age $1 per year, which
money goes to the fund for maintain-
ing the public county roads. Garner
claims this special tax is illegal and
ores to -enjoin Sheriff Reeves from
selling his, property to make the $1
which Garner refuses to pay. The
decision will test the validity of
law.
Confessions of a 1xoinOter.
("eyrus Handy," in PubliC. Opinion.)
Recognizing my ability to cope
with the -.4harps who dominate the
financial districts of London, I re-
turned to the "States" where fee three
years I pumped a precarious career.
Discouraged by the dtaU tip* in New
York,' I made my way to New Eng-
land with a view to inter aging the
populace in son se "hot air" projects
which I had in mind. It was during
this trip that I did the nseaellest thing
that I was ever guilty of. NOWC vet,
my ignorance of the laws of tbe state
was partially to blame, the statutes
providing that each and every share-
holder of a company shall be resporssi
ble for the debts of the same. We
were engaged in a paeodo-inansfactur
ing project, and for the sake of ap-
pearances had rented a disused plant
in a small town. Our oLan was to
sell stock in the vicinitseurging. that
Ethe company was more or less co-up-
iterative and that the buyers of shares
would be given preference over all
others in ,the matter of employment
and advancement. We planted quite
a inunber of shares, all among the
working people of the town.
In the course of time we succeeded
in obtaining from various towns
goods on credit, ostensibly to be 1.%• C'd
in, manufacturing. These we surrep-
titiously flipped assay and sold for
what they would bring, pocketing the
proceeds. Finding that we were in
need of a truck with which to trans-
port our goods to the railway sta-
tion, I went to wagon' builder of the
town and made arrangements with
him to build one on credit. He was
a good-natured old gentleman who
had accumulated a competency in his
huskies,* and looloed forward to re-
tirement in the near future. As the
date at which I was to pay him for
the truck approached I found that I
was short of cash and, going to hint
I offered a generous) amount of our
stock in settlement for his bill. - He
demurred at first, but finally consent-
ed. Within ten days our business
collapsed and we were &impelled to
flee the state. When the news of the
failure got abroad our creditors
pounced upon us from all quarters.
Finding niathing with which to sat-
jail/ their demands, they turned to the
stockholders for satisfaction. These
they found toV poor and unavailable
for thei. purillose, all but , one—the
carriage builder. They began proceed
ings against him and "cleaned him
out" of everything he had. Within
a year he died of a •hrokett heart. I
swum you this incident W4 caused
me more remorse than all bhp others
of my misdirected career. ,
PROSPECTIVE RABBIS
GO ON AI,STRIEE.
..New York. Jan. 17. —Theft ‘4:ras a
strike yesterday in the Rabbinical
seminary. , The seminary has too stu-
dents between the ages of 17 and 24
years studying to be rabbis. They
declare they not resume their
s'tud'ies trail the following demands
are conceded.: r. To have English
taught. 2. To be allowed to know
name about affairs outside their relig-
ions routine. 3. To study the Bible in
addition to the -Talmud. 4. To have
modern method*, and spirit injected
into the school. The principal is Rab
Nayn Daho, of Shitisic, Russia.





BOARD OF DIRECTORS NAMED
BY THE OWNERS OF THE
STRUCTURE.
Organizer Helsley Has Returned
From Benton, Where He In-
stalled a New Lodge.
The Manic and Odd Fellows
Building company owners have (held
their meeting and elected the follow-
ing thaectors for the ensuing year;
James E. Wilhelm, James H. Ash-'
craft anidaPred Acker to represent the
Masons, and P. H. dkickeribaols, C.
G. Kelly mtki L. K. Taylor to rep-
resent the Odd Fellows. The com-
pany owns the Fraternity building on
Broadway.
Odd Fellows.
This evening Mangum lodge of Odd
Fellows meets at the Fraternity build
in, while ttemorrow night Ingleside
lodge meets.
Red Men.
°morrow night at the meeting of
the Red Men, at their hall on North
Fourth street, there will he inducted
into office several of the new officials
who could not be present last Friday
night when there was irestalled the
new elective authorities, and also the
appointive ones firesent, who had
been named by Sachem Eugene
Graves.
Program Report.
This essaying, at the gathering of
the Elk& the committee on arrange-
ments will make a report of their
program for next Sunday's coirner-
stones laying ceremonies, as published
yesterday morning. The report will
be adopted an4 outline officially sanc-
tioned.
New 'Woodman Lodge.
Mr. J. W. Ifelsley, organizr fol
West Kentucky of the Woodmen o:
the World, has returned from Benton,
where Monday evening be installed
the new It/dge he got up there for
this order. The cubldinate body
went in with a large membership
wbile the I enterers for •4I MC chosen





=lender; B. B. Barnes.
nder , C. W. Steven'.
ant; J. Parks, banker.
n, clerIL W. M. John-
nn, escort; ----
mon; E. Castleberry, sentry; L. H.
Draffin, 0. Castleberry and E. Mob-
ley. managers.
The no. lodge was named Elm
Camp No. • 117.
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT
INCLINED INVITATION
i'e in October Neat.tl '
,4Invited 13 pelegation to Visit
n 
,Nash-
Washington, D. C. Jan. 17.—"I amn
a,good Jacisonian, and ? should lika
nothing better than to visit the home
of Andrew, Jackson," said President
Roosevelt Tuestay morning to a dele-
gation of Tennesseeans who called at
the White Hoelse to Invite. him to
ntake an address at Nashville during
the state fair in October. .
Senator Irazier and Representative
Gaines ilduced to the president
the Teiniesee delegation, composed
of delegates to the Rivers and Har-
bors oonvention and the National
Board of Trade, and P. M. Estes ex-
tended the .invitation. Mr. Estes said
that Tennessee had not been on the
itinerary of a presideat since Mr. Mc-
Kinley visited there in 1897, and
would greatly appreciate a visit from
Mir. Roosevelt.
The president expressed his pleas-
ure at receiving the invitation, but
said that to accept one invitation
meant to have to accept numeroue
other - and that his time was so
taken up that he could not make any
promises to come to Nashville.
"Tennessee was the home of An-
drew* Jackson," said Mr .Gaines.
''I know,'. said the presidet, "and
as I am a good Jacksonian, I should
like to visit the home of Jackson, but
my time is not my own."
It is announced at. Berlin that the
exports of Germany to the United
States during the year 1905 from all
the American consular 'districts




Will practice in all courts of Rest-
DON'T LOSE AN OPPORTUNITY
MEESE
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Henry's Aseptic Cream is the
best cure for chapped face lips
and hands. Wintry winds dry
up the natural moisture
•Ns .ha skin. Henry's Aseptic
Cream\is a akin food that sup-
plies just the right blood moist-
ure that is needed to make your
chapped skin soft and pliable.
Made of the purest ingredients,









Not a drink, but a seasonable prep-
aration especially adapted for coughs
ard colds accompanied by fever as in
La Gripp, etc.
Very Palatable
50,4 and $1, Bottles
BACON'S
DRUG STORIES.
7th & Jackson Sta. Ohm/ 231& Clay Sts.. phone 311.
Paducah
Steam Dye Wolks
If you want y.ur ctothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose 329 South Third Street. / have
the nicest line cf samples for tint,
In the city. Suits made to order.
r. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT.
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and 4.
Columbia Building
Phone tor—Red.






Subscribe for the DaRY Register
lgotastUsually $1,50 50c
Fine Selection of Copyright Nove!s
at a Remarkably Low Price'
A SPECIAL EDITION OF THE "CLANSMAN," HISTORY OF
THE PLAY, ETC., AT 50c
ALL THE NEWEST AND BEST IN FICTION AT CUT RATE
PRICE.
DON'T FORGET THAT WE ARE "HEADQUARTERS" FOR
SHEET MUSIC. WE HAVE EVERYTHING THAT IS NEW,
HARBOUR'S BOOK DEPT.
DON GILBER7'0
at his Optical Parlors has a large display
of the
Victor Talking - Machines
prices ranging from $15 to $100.
The Victor for $22.00
Lt A BEAUT REMEMBER AM -THE FIRST MAN TO PUT
THE PRICES DOWN ON RECORD. MY FiZICFS ARE:
7-inch, 35c 10-inch, 60c 12-:acl., $1.00
THESE ARE ALL NEW RECORDS, BRAND NEW FROM THE
FACTORY. MY BUSINESS HAS BEEN INCkEASPD SO RAP-
IDLY I HAVE HAD TO OPEN AN EXTRA PARLOR Tice DIS-
PLAY THIS LINE.
I HANDLE EVERYTHING TO REPAIR BROKEN 1VICTOR
MACHINES. COME TO ME WITH YOUR TROUBLES WITH
YOUR MACHINES AND T WILL GIVE YOU ALL INFORMATION
HOW TO CLEAN AND FIX THEM.. ALL IN FORivIATION
ABOUT OUR MACHINES GRATIS.
WHEN YOU BUY RECORDS FROM ME YOU 'DON'T 13117 A
PIG NI A BAG—YOU HEAR EVERY ONE PLAYED d.liND IF
NOT SATISFACTORY YOTT NEEDN'T BUY. •
I CARRY A VERY 'LARGE ASSORTMENT OF NEF AES--
THE VERY FINEST VICTOR'S AND OTHER MARES, W.:ICH I
FURNISH TO MY CUSTOMMERS, GIVING.THEM THE PROFITS
ON MY NEEDLES. • to.
MY VICTOR TALKING MACHINE PARLORS' ARE OPEN \
FROM i P. M. TO g P. M. lusAlkat
The Victor Talking Machine Man,
DON GILBERTO
606 S. Fourth St., Cior. Jackson, PADUCAH, FY
L. L. BEBOUT
General insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
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'No, ivy dear, I se no conditron to
eo out again ton t. You ecern to
forget that all , de; long I have been
on my feet, talkeag insurance to Peo-
mle until I'm hoarse, and nil so thee
you can rear good clothes aad live In
a dornfoetaLle home. I "haven't taken
you out fordategen.. weekeedand *you're
'sick CI drift) ni arcturtt del n g ---eie-Mend;
lug one e ...aline you tees: %eagle
i. 'By hohey, that's a woman! That's
+appreciation for a man who slaves all
day just for a woman's sake, and
'when heal so w ern eut that he can't
move, and his ankles ache, and his
eto.nach ainti in good shape, and the
barber cut his chia three times, which
may bring on blood poisoning--in fact,
It feels extra' queer right. now—then
4you hare ard harp on the sabject of
my not taking you out.
, No, Maria, I don't Want anything
lout on my cuts. Leave my face alone.
I hate aeaone eternally picking at me
—I really do. And quit that enuffling.
The least little thing which happen'
means you turn on the water works.
Indeed!, This is the first eight I've
stayed home, and for all I care you
nould go without pleasure all your
life. See here, Maria! I am out at
aright, and why? Because I am work-
ling, woman. That's the reason! Talk-
ling imamate* to teen I can't find dur-
ing the day. Yes, I go to clubs and
hotels. I have to. in my business.
i Id I didn't guzele so muc'u bo,ne I
wouldn't need to make so melee mon-
ey? Maria, your aanguage is sicaen-
lug; Loom. .s no word for a lady to us,
and it cuts a man to hear his w do,
whom he raerds every way, • • , ft
any of teat stuff. I said it v
came in with a bun on, anti i
I'd had some of the best La t: .ae
woman who artfully worms-then:oh - --1.-
of a person when he is so tired 4...1
teak from overwork that he Is hall
crazy ought to be ashaieed.
I was not drunk! At the cer-zor here
I took one glass of beer, to revive my-
self, and that 13 all. I smelt like I had
taken a bath in it? Pay, Maria, I ha'e
vulgarity. The reason I came in quiet-
ly was in order not to disturb you, and
the thanks I getehre that you sit up in
bed and bawl me out! I did leave my
shoes outside in the ball, I admit, an6
I put my light overcoat in the icebox
ibecause 1. don't knot, where yeaskeep
things anyway, and it seemed a good
place. Keep right on laughing, ma-
dam!
What! Perhaps I don't know that I
'left only one shoe and a bottle of gin
la the ball and put the other shoe
'away in Vie umbrella stand, where e
always hide ,bottles? Bah! I won't
discuss it. I'll tike one of those
'nickel torchee I have to smoke so that
you can willow in luxury and sit oval
here and read. No, nminot going Z
read the dope. I dointeeeven .
what you mean. Did I f&n.beee.
for a nickel? Yes. I did. (BY nnatt
that ain't a regular Ile. linfillow
tell a ille wanctimes. .ilheed Sy clean
up and hit the sky if 'I told the 'truth
about 'em.) Why die you turn up your
nose, Maria? You know, it don't timbal
a freckled pug nose' any -handsomer.
Your father laughed and lauglied
when you told him about my nen-de-
ntal and der nickeincigars? He said
ehey were 25 cents eanh and I m
have a pull if I get nunnanapiln? Yot
rather is a cotieoundeni ineddlian, aid
I'm in would trim me gook-aid Fr,idiot! Said the gang isithat mew
laud I oqght to hate nem. 6tie talon
sae to play wool and jear?
Iaemtne. toll you,. .11einten I neitt befilel
tflck for a game eiseeilare been Wit:
sod, counting outerdrinks and smitkail
a fellow's got to buy if -he's a yinner.
I quit all to the good every night this
week, and—well. I'm going out! a
Is that so? You were only kidding?
Your father hesn't been here at all?
By Jove! Give me the innocent, cling-
ing wife of my mother's time. A man
could Uve in peace. Oh, yes. Of course,
you think you've got it on me now,
Marla, just because I said what I did
just for fun. But a woman pan never
see a joke, of course.
My mother never made nasty cracks
and snooped around in an underhand
manner, trying to catch a man in a
lie. What? You and she had a good
laugn? She's the one who put you
next about the cigars and said I'm
my father over again, all eight? Hum.
Talk about a phonograph! A woman's
got, 'cm beat. Jabbzre jabber forever
about nothing! Rats! I sit here with
a high fever from the cold I got
standing in drafts, tending to business
and aching al: over, and when I gel
on my feet every step is agony, and
you don't care! You don't even—Holy
Moses! Is this Wednerday7 Great
Scott! You'll have me off my nut
completely soon! Here the big' Tam-
many parade's coming off and I've got
to walk in it and cirry a rag on a
canel I've got to go clear down V
Battery Den's district to. meet -the
boys and march to Tammany hall
Where'll they think I am, and me one
of the marshals
The party could go to ruin for all
you'd care, I s'pose. Where's my hat
and coat? Who took my glevee? And
gimme that 60 cents I gave you for the
rent; I might need it. Spry enough on
tfey feet to a elk six miles, am I? I
refuse to bandy words with you,
Maria! The party needs me, and I'm
on the job, see? I ain't hot time to
argue it out now!-'--N, Y. 'Inlegram.
Ruined by. the Humorists.
"See here," demanded the publisher
of Anybody's Mateazine, "don't you
knot, that winter is over? Here's your
April number with six poems about ice
and snow."
"Can't help it," sighed the weary ed-
itor. "The newspaper humorists have
got things at such a point that nobody
will submit a poem on sprlagi'7Chicage
non.
"My tannin says be tine's as spry as
'a hen he went to collftie" inn:tatted
the pretty girl.
"Don't douet it." replied her suitor.
"He traitress( d me that he was still a
college studeet last night."
"You don't .44! In what way, Bar-
ry?"
"Why, he gave we a cane rush."—
Chicago Newt:.
Prove Bad to Worse.
"Mike," said Plodding Pete, as be
climbed into .1 freight car, "I'm glad de
government deesna own de railroads."
"Because *hen we takes a free ride
now-tie worst tikt happens is to be put
off. But if de government was runuin'
de lines we'd oe arrested fer graftin'
sure. "—Washington Star.
At the Employment Office.
"Do you see the tall cook in the blue
gingham apron? Well, ten housewives
have tried her in the last ten days and
she has left theta all."
"Gracious!. Iler name must be 'Se-
cret.'"
"Why so?".
"Because no e can keep hen"—
Chicago Daily At; WS.
Sure Cure.
"Did you see my picture in this
'a paper?" said the- pub it'
man.
"No," said the 'wit, shrieking with
laughter. "What were you cured of?
Ha, hal"!
"Of vanity, after I saw the picture."
answered the other sadly.—Cleveland
Leader.
A Joke with a Diagram.
"You're an angel. declared the
i-eting man.
'Do you mean to tell me that I'm
r asculine?" haughtily inquired the
N. B.—New York preachers have de-
cided that all angels are of the male
sex.--Chicago Sun.
Seclusion Necessary.
Mrs. Psmith—But how did you man-
age to keep that secret a whole week,
dear?
Mrs. Kjoncs—It wasn't hard. I sim-
ply stayed away from the Browning
club, and when callers came I sent
word that I wasn't at home.—Cleve-
land Leader.
His Good Advice,
"Yes, mother, I told him I was the
best speller in our class at school."
"And did he give you the job?"
'To, mother, he gave me some words
to spell, and I couldn't spell them. And
then he said I'd better go to school for
another spell." — Cleveland Plain
Dealer.
In the Art Gallery.
"Lovely sleeping nymph, isn't itr
"Do you notice the glamour the art'
tat Das thrown over it?"
"No, I don't. But if it was mine
would throw a horse blanket over in—,
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
Worse Yet.
Rownder—Blame the luck, anyhow!.
Lusher—What's the matter?
Rownder—Aw, my wife always stays
up for me, when I'm out late at night.
Lusher—You're lucky. Mine comae
after me.—Cleveland Leader.
The Humor of It.
"Do you see anything funny about
Tighpriten latest comedy?"
"Yes," answered the cynical manager.
"It seems Nosy to me that he should
have imagined it was funny."—Wash-
ington Star.
The Pretty Stenographer.
For books my clerk has little u's.
But though he is not Y's.
She makes me watch my p's and q'$
When looking in her Ps.
—Philadelphia Press.
"A TRIP ON THE RAILROAD."
—Philadelphia Bulletin.
1:1111.11113101111.
"I'm saddest when 1 sing," she screamed.
Said her hearers: "Holly gfe!
She ain't the only pebble












Victim of an Imposition.
Sharpson-- You seem disappointed
with that new society novel.
Platz—Disappdinted? I'm elistinitted.
It's a fraud. It isn't even objection
able!--Chicago Tribune.
Ready to Oblige.
Mrs. Young—Mother says she wants
to be cremated.
leo Young—All right—Ill attend to
it at once. Call her, win you?—Cleee-
land Leader.
The Dominant Factor.
"The Are husband eloped with her."
said Miss Cayenne.
"And the second and third?"
"She eloped with them."—Waahhsg-
ton -Star.
Nand to the Limit.
"Vette he kind to his family?"
"I should say he 'was. He couldn't
have been kinder if he had been an
Insurance president."—Cleveland Plain
'Dealer.
Cabbage heads are mostly New York-
ers—at least the vegetable variety in
seed form. From the summer land of
California come the flower seeds.
There are more than 600 seed farm*
in the United States devoted to the
production of vegetable, field Crop and
flower seeds, some as large as 1,00G
acres. To scientific methods in seed
growing is credited much of the im-
provement accomplished in many eco-
nomic and ornamental plants, the most
careful selections being made from
year to year to the mother plants foe
the next year. Immense quantities. of
farm and gardeernoinds are sent to
Europe, and extremIlly few, such as
fancy grass seeds, are imported there-
from. Of clover and grass seeds hun-
dreds of tons are annually exported,
Yankee clover being in especial de-
mand abroad. In most European coun-
tries are seed control stations, when
seeds are tested by simple, interesting
methods, much of It done by young
girls. There are 40 stations in Ger-
many, which have created such a sen-
timent for pure seeds instead of adul-
terated that the best dealers gladly
submit samples of their merchandise
for proof of qttaliter and guarantees.
The department of agriculture in Tan-
keeland purposes to establish a sim-
ilar system if congress can be per-
suaded to enact the requisite legisla-
tion.
AS GEOGRAPHY IS LEARNED
Illustrated in the Lemon Answers et
• Young Expert in the
Study.
Little Rob, was the prize geographer
of his class; that is, he could locate
cities and bound countries- with great
glibness, nays Success Magazine. Hs
could draw the most realistic maps,
printing in the rivers, mountain ranges
and cities from memory. 'Rob consid-
ered geography purely in the light of a
game, in which be always beat, but
be never 'associated It with the great
world about him. leavers, to him, were
no more than black, wiggly lines;
cities were dots, and states were blots.
New York was green, Pennsylvania
was red and California was yellow. 91
course Rob had never traveled. He
was born in a canyon near the coun-
try school he attended. One day the
teacher made the discovery of Rob's
Idea of geography through the follow-
ing incident. After vainly inquiring
of several of the children where Brit-
ish Columbia is located, she called on
Rob, who, as usual, was waving his
hand excitedly, wild with the enthu-
siasm of pent-up knowledge.
"It Is on page 68;' he declared.
After the roar had subsided, the
teacher explained that that was only
a picture of British Columbia. Then
she asked Rob to bound British Co-
"Can't, teacher; it is all over the
page."
National Time.
Americans get their correct time from
a little room in the Naval observatory,
located on Georgetown heights, in the
suburbs of Washington. The observa-
pry was-originally intended to detect
errors in ship chronometers and to reg-
ulate them properly. This work consti-
tutes one department at the institution,
but perhaps its most important func-
tion is that of being the nation's time-
keeper.
Mosquito-Killing Fish.
Some very nituall West Indian fish,
locally known as "millions," are thriv.
ing in tine Zoological Gardens, London.
Barbadoes is the home of this species,
and it is suggested that the immunity
of that island front the nialartalmoss.
guito may be due to Its present*.
"--
KINv A IVIOU E.
----
Questien Propounded by Naturalist
Who Heard Something
Singular.
A Mouse began to make a disturb-
ante in the paper back of my desk the
other aught, just as my- wife and I set-
tled down after simper to read, .says
a writer in Forest and Stream. He
was .ananiencarrieal Nob -some-neigh-
boring barn. They have found a way
into my study up through the sheath-
ing of the sliding door. Mrs. A. is very
tender-hearted with all living things
except such small deer as interfere
with her housekeeping. These she
persecutes relentlessly. Her mouse-
trap was forthcoming at once, and,
baited with a little cheese, was slid
under the desk. It is one of these dia-
hglical contrivances which smash- a
wire loop down on the victim.
It was only a few maments till we
heard its vicious click. Immediately
afterward I heard distinctly a seriee
of rapid aspirated squeaks which made
me hustle the trap out in haste to re-
lieve the sufferer. Knowiniohow dead-
ly the trap is, I was surprised at hear
lug any sound. I was even more tit
when I saw that the little victim hae
teen caught by the descending striker
square across the back on the lungs
Its-heart wits----still—irtittnineig,nniffIt
seemed to me impossible for it to have
drawn breath enough to make any
sound whatever.
Then I remembered that the squeaks
were more like barks of fright than
screams of pain. Somewhat wonder-
tagly. therefore, I set the trap again
to see if there was a companion
Within five miutes it nailed another
There was no sound this time excep,
that of the trap. Both were Immature
females. What I wish to know is, did
No. 2 bark when No. 1 was caught?
Do mice ever exhibit fright and sur-
prise by whistling or barking?
NEW YORK CABBAGE HEADS squares of different sizes, such a wind
Seed from the Empire State Produce bell producing a greater variety of
•
the Most of Those Grown 
tones.
Abroad Another inexpensive sort of wind.
bell has a number of very small bell
shaped metal objects suspended on a
cord at different heights, with a cor-
responding number of little glass balls
hanging tram cords, to come into con-
tact with the metal objects when the
bell is swayed by the wind.
Still anothe; not costly form of wind
bell has for pendants a member of
variously colored leaf shaped pieces
of metal, metallic leaves of, various
forms and sizes, suspended arouse
from a ring by cords. The wind blows
these leaves together, producing—the
leaves being of different sizes and
thicknessesn-a variety of musical
tones.
A metallic wind bell that sells for
$35 and occupies vertically a space of
about three feet haa, suspended around
from a ring about a foot in diameter,
a number of pendants, each composed
of several curious metal objects strung
one below the ether. Below this circle
of pendants and hanging from the
center of the support of the bell is a
cylindrical shaped lantern of metal;
the lantern being about a foot is
hsight.
A larger wind bell of metal, one that
mils for $75, has no lantern, but a
bigger hoop and longer and larder and
mare numerous pendants, each corn-
at several metal objects si-
ts/11M one below the other.
A strange, if not grotesque, wind
eel at metal, one that sells for $200,
lias far a top piece a solid metal con-
meallIgion two feet or more in diameter
sat shaped like a great shallow bowl,
ant here hanging inverted and with
the pendants hanging three feet or
NOM in length around from its outer
edge. The pendants of this great wind
ha* each composed of a number of
ogee,- shaped objects suspended one
tides, the ether along It, vary in
and at the end of a number
di piadants hang odd small bells
tWastien.
I GNU .bells In their leas expensive
Sad mere familiar forms are hung oa
gonehes in slimmer, where the breeze*
, can gdwy with them and make them
Waide or produce thelr musical
semis. In winter such 'wind bells
now be hung at windows more or less
, ta be opened at the top, where
the Yield ean strike them.
Mgt wind bell of metal with the
lantern hanging below it would prob-
able+ 'be hung in a hall, where It nrould
be sounded when the door was opened.
The great wind bell would, in Japan,
be hung In some temple's grounds,
Mal probably near the gate. Here it
wodld be hung In a garden.
7m. 7
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NG BY BREEZES. PROTECT BREEDING BIRDS.
FINE *TRAINS
BELLS OF
Tes;ereations Established ley Freud-
GLASS AND METAL dent's Order in Three
MAKE SWEET MUSIC.
Range in 'Price from Twenty-Five
Cents to Two Hundred Dol-de—
lars—Where They Are
Used.
The wind bell, rinhjadname implies,
Is made to ring by tbe 'action of the
wind. In fact the wind bell is not a
bell at all, strictly speaking, but a
contrivance composed of a number of
pendants suspended in a circle from
a ring and hung close together so that
they will come into contact and pro-
duce sounds when ewayed by the
winds.
Some wind bells produce sounds that
are very pleasing and musical. Some
are made with glass pendants, some
with pendants of metal; some are
small and very simple in construction,
others are large and massive and
elaborate.
Wind bells range in price from 25
cents to ;200. The original home of
the wind bell is Japan.
In its simplest form the wind bell is
composed' of a _ number Of narrow
shrine of glass, perliape six inches in
length, susponded lengthwise from a
wire ring about two inches in diam-
eter. Within the circle formed by tne
strips thus suspended is hang by one
corner a little square piece of atlas
half way down the length of the long
strips, the strips and the square piece
being ornamented with various Japan-
ese characters and designs. This wind
bell may be hung up wherever a breeze
will strike it and blow the strips into
contact with one another and with the
square suspended among them.
But slightly more expensive than
this -simplest form of wind bell are
others of glass, with pendants of dif-
ferent lengths, and with a number of
.  solkAM•monw
•
Clancy's Horse in a. Race.
Aated man in Springfield was Mi-
chael lancy, a contractor, who had be-
come rich. I4e boteght a string of horse,
and entered them for the Saratoga meet.
He raced his horses for the fun of' it,
and rarely bet. One daynrerttad a horse
entered that seemed to have so excel-
lent a chance to win that he bet ten dol-
lars on it.
When the horses got away Clang:
_at
'too° in the grand stand watching them
through his field glasses. Some of his
MeV', knowing of the ten dollar bet,
multded about and began to joke him.
"Where'e your horse now?" Clancy
Wiliela'ainekyed,„ surveyed the geld carefully.
"I can't finite make out." be replied,
"whetlisi!'he is last in the third race or
ftrittn the fourth."—Hoeton Herald.
Observant *Youth.
"Say, Bob," said the small girl to the
small .by "rhat are relations?"
" floes," vas the answer, "are
folk nitecip mother working so hard
for fear they'll come around on a tour of




Executive orders creating three new'
reservations 'for the protection of the
breeding grounds of native birds were
signed by President Roosevelt October
10. The names and locations,  of these
reservations &ras follows:
The "Siskiwit Islands reservation,"
embracing all of the unsurveyed islands
of the Siskiwit or Menagerie group of
islands at the mouth of SiskiwIt bay, on
the soutteof Isle Royal, in Lake Superior,
Mich. This reservation embraces sec-
tions 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 33 34 and 35, In
township 64 north, range 16 west. Upon
these islands between 6,000 and 10,000
herring gulls breed- annually, besides se
&gibber of other species not nearly so
numerous, It Is the largest and most
important hefting gull colony within
the. limits of the United States.
The "Huron Islands reservation," em-
Huron Islands group lying near the
Huron islands group, lying near the
south shore of Lake Superior and em-
bracing sections 26, 27, 34 and 86, in
township 63 north, range 29 west, Mich-
igan. Some 1,600 gulls, together with a
number of other water birds, breed upon
these islands annhally.
The "Passage Key reservation," etre.
bracing an island near the mouth of
Tampa bay, on the west coast of Florida,
known as Passage Key, and situated in
section 6. township 34 south, range 16
east. Thousands of handsome terns
have bred upon this little liey annually
ever since the Florida coast was first ex-
plored, but during the past year the egg
hunterninade regular trips to the island,
and each time not only plundered the
nests of the fresh eggs, but also de-
stroyed all eggs partially incubated
and unfit for use. This action prom-
ised annihilation, of the colony within
a year or two. At the time the egg hunt-
lug was most active other parties in-
augurated a movement to secure title
to the island for resort purposes. This
effort, V it had been successful, would
have resulted in a destruction of the
breeding colony, as complete and al-
most as soon as the egg hunters would
have accomplished that end, so that the
creation of the reservation is said to be
extremely opportune.
The NstIonignessociation of Audubon
societies haa placed wardens in charge
of each or these reservations, and the
slaughter of the birds and plundering of
their nests has been stopped.
TRAGEDIES OF THE MAILS.
Many Family Skeletons in the Apart-
ment Houses of New
York City.
"No postmen the country over see so
much pathos in their rounds as the men
of the New York force," said the man
in the gray uniform, as he lighted a com-
forting cigar after being relieved from
duty, relates the New York World.
"It seems to me sometimes that every
boarding-house rcom, every cranny in
a furnished-room house, and even the
best of apartment-houses conceals
some sort of a family skeleton or a smell
tragedy. I suppose New York is a good
place to bide yotorself in, and then so
many young men and women corning
here in search of fine positions or ca-
reers meet with-discouragement. With
those people, a letter may mean hope or
life itself.
"In flats end apartment houses where
the janitor or a hall boy distributes the
mail, or in a boarding-house where it
passes through the hands of servants.
you can see women in all styles of neg-
ligee costumes, hanging over the bal-
ustrades, their eyes just begging for a
letter.
"One woman in particular I remelt
ber She lived in a flat four flights up,
and morning after morning I would
and her shivering in the vestibule and
waiting for me. She watched me hun-
grily as I distributed the mall to the
various boxes. Nothing ever came for
her, and she never told me her story,
but somehow you could read It in her
face, which grew thinner every day.
At last I brought her a letter, and what
do you think she did when she looked
at it? Just dropped at my feet in a tidy
little faint, after one scream of relief
and joy that brought the janitor on
the run.
"Then there was a nice little girl who
watched for rue every delivery last sum-
mer. She'd always ask: 'Anything for
mamma to-day?" and when I'd shake
my head she'd run right upstairs. The
janitor told me about them. The hus-
band had deserted them—and in the
end, as the woman was sickly—the
city had to take care of them. It makes
me tired to think of that nice, bright lit-
tle thing being in an orphanage."
An Ingenious Pplicemile.
Many tales have beau - told of the
"finest," but the ingenuity of a Newark
reep on trial for neglect of duty is bard
to beat.
A jewelry shop had been entered and
a tray of jewels carried off under the
very eyes of the cop. On trial the fol-
lowing conversation took place between
the police commissioner and the ac-
cused:
"Why didn't you see the man?"
"I did see him, your honor, and asked
him what he was doing hanging
around."
"What did be say?"
"He said he was lookin' into the loca-
tion, as he was goin' In for jewelry him-
self."
"Well, he did. He robbed the More,"
"Well, your honor, even if he was a
thief, he was no llar."—en Y. Sun,
Modern Life.
She—Is it true that your brother hiv-
ing to remarry his divorced wife?,
He—Yee, hie became ho. well ac-
quainted with herhiuring the divorce











ville at 8 a. no ,daily connects at
Danville, Ky., With solid train o(.#
Pullman sleepers and vestibule4
coaches via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:no a.,
in. and St. Augustine to a. m. next
day, without </hange. Dining car
serves all meals 4.11 route.
"Florida Special"—Leaving Louis-
ville 745 p. m., carries observation
sleeper daily except Sunday, Louis-
ville to St. Augustine, without
change via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:50 p.
and St. Aug•ustine at to p. in.,
next day. From Danville flits is
solid train of drawing room sleepers,
composite car, observation car, etc.,
Dining car serves all meals en route. a,
Via the "Land of the Sky"—Pull-
man sleeper leaves Louisville at 7:43
p. m. daily, running through to
Knoxville, where connection is made
at 9:35 a. m. with through sleeper
to Jacksonville, via Asheville, Co-
lombia and Savannah, arriving at
Jacksonville at 9 a. m. '
Winter Tourist Tickets
Good returning until May 31st, are
now on sale at low rates.
Variable Tours
Going via Asheville and "Land of
the Sky" and "Sapphire Country"
and returning via Atlanta and Chat-
tanooga or vice versa.
For the "Land of the Sky," "Win-
ter Hornet," rather handsomely il-
lustrated booklets, folders, rates, etc., t,is
address any agent of *e Southern
Railway or C. II. Hungerford, D.
P. A., Louisville, ICY., G. B. Allen,
A. G. P. A., St. Louis, W. C.
Rinearson, G. P. A., Q. & C.,
Route, Cincinnati, 0.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Illinois Central R. R.
The Illinois Central maintains dou-
ble daily service, and operates the
best of trains, with Dining Cars, Buf-
fet-Library Cats, Chair Cars and
Sleeping Cars, from Chicago, St,
Louis, Cincinnati and Louisville
read for reaching the Winter Tours
lit resorts of the South, including
New Orleans, Vicksburg,
Gulfport, Miss., Hammond, La.
Mardi Gras at New Orleans+ Feb.
27, '06- Gut/port is a Mexican gulf
coast resort 'having the new, fine
'Great Southern" Hotel. Regular
ocean steamship sailing; from New
Orleans for Mexico, Central Ameri-
ca, Panama, West Indies and Europe.
Send or call for descriptive matter
in regard to the above.
Havana Via New Orleans.
Havant, Cuba, is best reached via
the Illinois Central through service
to New Orleans and the new ocean
liner, twiri-screw, nineteen knot
S. S. Prince Arthur
leaving New Orleans every Wednes-
day at 4.00 p. in. and arriving at
Havana at sunrise Friday marring.
Hot Springs, Ark., Florida.
Daily Sleeping Car without change
Chicago to Hot Springs, with con-
nections at Memphis from Cincinnati
and Louisville.
Through "Dixie Flyer" Sleeping
Car Line St. Louis to Jacksontilie
south to New Orleans. The best
via Nashville, Chattanooga and At-
lanta.
Mexico, California.
Spetial Tours of Mexico and Cali-
fornia via the Illinois Central and
New Orleans under the auspices of
Raymond & Whitcomb, will leave
Chicago Fridays, Feb. and and Feb.
23rd, for Mexico and California-, the
last to include a stop-over at New
Orleans for the Mardi Gras, Entire
trips made in special private vesti-
bule trains of fineet Pullmans, with
dining car seritce. Fascinating trips
complete in every detail.
Illinois Central Weekly Excur-
sions to California. Excursion cars
through to Los Angeles and' San
Fratesisco as follows: Via New Or-
leans and the Southern Routes ev-
ery Friday from Chicago; every Tues
day from Cincinnati arid Louisville
via Omaha and the Scenic Route ev-
ery Wednesday from Chicago.
Pun Particulars concerning all of
the above can be had of agerts of
the Illinois Central and connecting'
hoes or by addressing either of the
undersigned.
Jos. Biggs, D. P. A., Cincinnati.
F. W. Harlow, I). P. A.. Lituib..
ville.
John A. Scott, G. P. A., Meinphis.
A. H. HANSON, P. T. M.,
Chicago.










































BY S. E. KIK1111.
"Robert," said 'Mrs. IraddTriiaffi.
"What's the trouble." he asked.
"I hope you won't think I'm extrav-
agant. and I know it is so hard for
you to scrape up money enough to pay
the horrid bills that always come along
about the first of the month, but I
limply must have $20."
litljk I am—the son-in-law of some
went—say, Mabel, what do you
life insurance president? You might
as well ask me for twenty million. Do
you know that our expenses for last
month were 263 more than my sal-
ary? If you are acquainted with any-
body who can tell me how to make
ends meet when things are going that
way bring them around and I'll pay
him well for Ms time. What do. you
want $20 for?"
'5 "Oh, never mind, old Mr. Crompatch.
I'll get along without it some way.
1 know that I'm Nut worth half what
I cost you, and—and I'm going to take
up steography or music or be a Chris-
tian Science healer or something. so•
(that I will be able to earn money and
—and not always be auch an expense
to you. It must be ju—just terrible
for • man to have to give up every-
thing for a woman he doesn't love.
itelien be might have so much If he had
never married her, and—"
"There Hite girl what's the use of
talking that way? You know I'd be
• the happiest man in the world if 1
eould pile bundles of money at your
feet every morning and give you the
privilege of doing what you liked with
it But really you know, I didn't
expect to be called on for any more ex-
Arta for a few weeks and had it all
figured out so that I'd be just about
able to start in even next month. Of
course I can give you the money if
you absolutely need It but—"
"Oh if there are to be any buts
4 please don't say anything more about
It. I appreciate your kindress. dear
,
and 1 know that you have a generous
nature, and it must be awful selfish of
me to leave you to practice all the self-
denial. Never mind. I'll get along with-
out it. I will show you that I can be
brave, even if I am merely a useless ex-
pense to you."
'Hurrah! Now its be so pleasant
for me to go away to work and keep
thinking all day of our joyful parting.
Just imagine me whistling gayly at my
desk as I remember that little old $20
and the look you gave me as you told
me you'd get along without it. In my
mind's eye I can see .nyself calmly smok-
ing my cigar after lunch andthInking,
as I v.atch the ler gs curl upward:of you
here, radiantly happy because of your
• noble sacrifice. Oh, yes! Bat edam on,
0 dear, let's not quarrel over • little
money. Of course you can have it. What
am I earning nionee for if it isn't to
give you happiness? And please don'
talk any more about doing things for
• the purpose of earning cash yourself
You cant it as it is. Your love is worth
a thousand times what—"
-Dearest." she cried. .pulling his face
down to Ilene "foreive me for sayleg
what I did. You know I appreciate your
generosity, don't you? Ab. If you could
only know bow long the hours seem
when you are not with me! And I
-couldn't love or admire you more than
I do It you were so rich that you could
buy everything John D. bas and turn
him out of house ard borne. Have you
• the money with you or shall I haw* to
get a check embed?"
"Here it is. What are you going tc
•lity?"
"Wily you see. I heard from Mtes
WeAtcott. the dressmaker, yesterday.
and she cat mule to me three days this
week, so I shall have to get aamethlna
for her to make up."
"But I thought you said the other day
that you had all the clothes you were
going to need for awhile?'
"Yes, I have, only Miss Westcott has
these three days that she can give me."
"I can't see why you should feel that
• you are obliged to tarp her simply be.
elinell she has three days for which she
isn't engaged."
"I'm not, you dear old goose, but you
see, if I don't take her Mrs. Worthinre
ton, who is erazy to get her, will have
her over the e and find oat about all the
things I've had remade and the lace rem-
nants and—and--everything, you
know"
",Well, but why shonld you care, an
long as your chillies tit well and look
fine and are just as good as if they had
cost nye or six times as mach as they
did"
"Oh, dear!" une sighed, as she sat
there clutching the money, after he Nal
gone. "I wonder how men, being so




As an Illustration of carrying milltarj
discipline too far, this story is told by
Gen. Nelson A. Mlles: "There was a car.
tear colonel wbo, in the middle of a cam-
paign was seised with a sudden, ardor
about hygiene. Be ordered that all bis
men chsage their shirts at once. This
order was duly carried out, except is
the ease of one eompany, wherd the pra
vales' Wardrobes had been sadly do
pleted. The captain of this company
formed the colonel that none of his men
0, could change their shirts el "lel
had only one &teem. The colon
Jetted a moment, then Said, firmly: 'Or.
dere must be obeyed. Let the mos
change shirts with each Other.'"—Boa
'ton Herald.
"Learn to MT."
teem to mix," is the advice give*
do his pupils by Prof. Frank J. Miller
of the University of Chicago. Most
,young gentlemen nowadays do learn
Ito mix, but the trouble .is that their




Not an Extinct Species.
"I see that ecientiats have unearthed
the skeleton of a prehistoric hog ten
feet high in Oregon."
"That's pretty high; I saw a livine
one six feet high when I was away on my
yacation."
' "You're )tking."
"No, I'm not; he occupied twomata IN
a crowded coach I was on."—Houstot
Post,
Why He Walks.
Bacon—Don't you remember when
he had his coach and horses?
legbert—Why, certainly I do.
"Well, he has to get out and walh
now."
"You don't mean to say he's lost all
his money."
"No; but he's bought an automo
bile."—Yonkers Statesman.
Bare Prize.
"Is he not a cute little boy baby? He
was raised in an incubator."
"Ms; and when he grows up gin the
girls will be fighting to become his
wife."
"Why so?"
"Because he can never brag about the
pies that mother made4--Chicago DalTy
News.
Charity in Neal Life.
"Now," said the kind woman, "I
have procured some nice stockings for
your two daughters. Won't they be glad
to get them?"
"Well, I don't know, mum," replied
the poor lady. "Meg an' Lis Is party
particular. Is they openwork stock-
ings, mum?"—Chicago Sun.
Art Note.
Mrs. Byille—My husband takes a
deep interest in art.
Mrs. Older—You surprise me.
Mrs. Syllie—Well, it was a surprise
to me. But I heard him telling Jack
Rownder last night that it was a good
thing to gaudy your hand before you
draw.—Cleveland Leader.
Right, But Left
Miss Bute—Oh, yes. I feel pretty sure
of him. I rejected him when he first
proposed because I was positive he
would try again.
Miss Koy—You were right, he did
try again and I accepted him last
night. —Philadelphia Press.
Not the Same.
"You seem always to be hard up since
you are married?"
"Yea; that's so."
"But you have the same income you
used to have, haven't you?"
"Yes, but not the same outgo."—Hous-
ton Daily Post
A Newport Tragedy.
"Terrible about Gladys Astorbilt's
marriage."
"What did she do? Marry her coach-
man?'
"Something nearly as bad—married
a man right in her own set."—Chicago
Sun.
Sorrowe of Science.
They tell me germs are everywhere
In earth and water and tke air.
I'm filled with • dismay complete.
Afraid to drink or breathe or eat.
—Washington •ta.r.
AD FERFETITAX ENS XXIIIORLAN
He--But I thought you'd forgiven me
for that and promised to forget it?
She—Yes. But I didn't promise to let
you forget I'd forgiven ea
Inferior at Best.
"The self-made man Is on the wane."
He la and no mistake.
But then. he never was so good
As "mother used to make."
—Pueik.
Killed.
"Doesn'tikStubbs write poetry any
more? I hilven't seen any of his work
for a long time."
"No; his muse Is dead."
"You don't say! What's the trouble r
"Married."—Milwaukee Sentinel.
Wherd the Xoney Comes From.
"It takes a lot of patience to run an
automobile, does it not?" asked the
Man.
"Yes, lots of patients," replied ti.
doctor; "and I've got 'em."—Yonkers
Statesman.
Couldn't Say.
"Are you in favor of forest pre-
serves?" Manfred Mr. GiMe.
"Well, I don't know," replied Mr.
Spinks. "I don't remember ever hav-
ing eaten none."--Chicago Sun.
Correct
"Pa, what is a hank examiner?"
"A bank examiner r Oh, he's the
man who goes around and examines
thc bank after the cashier has looted
it.'- Chicago Sun.
A Difference,
Hightlyer--What are your rates
per column?
, Editor of Swell Society—For inser
Hon or suppression?- Life.
--
veg. Clean Sport
410Greene—He goes in for clean sport
Redd—Fond of swimming, is nee. •
Yonkers Sthtesman.
Woollry ,Riter, "is founded upon fact"!
"This
Irrue Tale of an averyday InciA=t 
NmperoreWilliarale t li7aera a
"Yes," .eplied Crittick, "it's very T
he tall, slim, cadaveroutalooking
evident that you are the hero of it—
you and no other."
"Why do you say that?"
"I observe that you have the courage
to sign youf name to it."—Philadelphia
Press.
Locating the Strang Arm.
Patience—is she observing?
Patrice—Oh, very; why, when she
meets a man she always does something
to find out whether he in right or left-
handed.
"Whitt for?"
"So she'll know which aide of him to
sit on."—Yonkers Statesman.
It's a Fact.
"It doesn't make any difference if, a
woman is six feet high and weighs 357
pounds," said the home-grown philoso-
pher.
"Well?"
"Sooner or later some man will come
along who's willing to call her "little
girl.' "—Chicago Sun.
BEST WAY TO LOOK AT IT.
Drather Sitdown—What's. de matter
wit' yen patent leathers, Easy?
Easy Walker—I guess de patent's ex-
pired.—Chicago Daily News.
Still Looking.
I saw men excited!) searching the sky—
A more frantic concourse I never had
seen.--
I said to a man with a telescope: "Why
Is all this commotion, sir—what does It
mean?'
"We're looking for," sale he, with tremu-
lous sigh,






"What is horse sense!"
"Horse sense, my boy, is shown
when the animal turns his nose the
other way as a gasoline machine passes




Damocles saw the sword suspended by
a hair.
"I would have given a million dollars
for that once," he observed; "you see
my mother made me wear long curls."
Then Indeed the king perceived it had
no terrors for him —N. Y. Sun.
A Great Deficiency.
"What makes you so skeptical about
the airship?"
"Because there's nothing that can be
devised in tip way of an aerial ambu-
lance and Apish' wagon that ia any
more reliable than the original vehl-
cle."—Washington Star.'
Not Rich.
"I understand that Miss Pert told you
I was rich?"
"Nothing of the kind."
"Why, I understand shadid."
,"Well, you were mistaken; she said
you had more money than brains."—
Houston Post.
Obliging.
"Vow long does it take to empty this
hall?" asked the lecturer, looking about
the auditorium.
"I don't know exactly," replied the
janitor; 'but if you wish, when you be-
gin lecturing I'll time 'em."—Yonkers
Statesman.
dot Back at Him.
• Algernou-1 heah that you and Claw-
rence had an altahcation lawst night,
and he called youh evalaything.
Percival—Yaws; but I got eveo with
him, deah boy. I called him nothing,
doncher know.—Chicago Daily /siews.
Mere Trifle.
"What is alimony, mamma?" asked
the little boy of Ms grass-widow
mother.
"Alimony, my son, is the pin money
a woman gets after she leaves her
husband."—Yonkere .Statemnan.
The Difference.
Smoweit—Isn't that a Beethoven so-
nata which that young lady is p
lag?
Growch--It would be if some one e
played R.—Cleveland Leader,
His Pride.
"Percy is proud of the fact that he
wears boy's size gloves and shoes."
"He also wears infanta' size beta
but I don't suppose he is proud of
that."—Houston Poet.
Selene Reasonable.
"Why do they call It 'Sunny itatyy•
"Perhaps bertruse sdch a large propeOr.
don of the population Iii occupied in dis-
pensing shinee."—Chicago Sun
Charity's Usual Stunt.
"Our society just gave away 2,00$
patrti of stockings."
"Alt, charity covers a multitude of
shins!"—Chicago Sun.
A Cinch.
"Why do you believe theirs will be an
exceptionally happy marriage?"
"They are both orphans."—Houston
'Post ' • •
-1J
frau with the hectic flush est the sl
ight
icough, the long hair and the bla
ck, and
;Ileuiewhat seedy clothing, walked heal-
''tattingly into the manag!ng editor*sano-
r1411-
The humorous /Opals call it "MOP-
tttat." anyhow, am' they ought to kn
ow.
As a straight matter of f
act, however.
Ike managing editor's den is ureuelly 
a
Town exposed to all the winds of h
eaves,
;so to speak, to which all hands, fore
 and
nit, resort whin-they've no other 
place
Aide, 
andewherein they sit upon the
e of the managing edttOr's teak,
When he's trying to 'arrange a ma
ke-up
'Scheme, and breathe their hot 
breath
on ks hair and tell him thatroub
led,
Snouts stories of their lives.
tine menaging editor looked u
p sad-
&do at the apparition of the 
lit 
cadaverous-
ooking MM. It I. true that man
aging
Wiliam are invariably portraye
d with
vy scowls upon their 
countenances
with their hands reaching ter vied-
.us-looking paste pots and ac
iseorn and
other threwable impedimenta. Bu
t it
,doesn't matter how they are 
inve.riably
portrayed. so long as the facts a
re nar-
rated.
The managing editor looked up 
with
a courteous smile. The man
 'with tae
hectic Rush gave a slight Gough He
did not bestow the cough upon 
anybody
in particular, but he gave it
Then he reached into the breast 
pocket
of his seedy-looking coat an!
! produced
roll of manuscript.
"I have here, Mr. Closefor
ms," he
mid, in a sepulchral tone, "a poe
m upon
antunan whteh I beg leave to submit to
"our consideration."
managing ,editor—
Now, just wait' a minute.
If the writer of this absolutely 
vera-
cious story were to yield to the 
tempta-
tion to depart from the facts, and
 to
follow in the beaten path of the 
profes-
sional laugh-provokers, be would,
 in
order to attempt to make a little 
hit
for himself go on to narrate—
Hoe the managing editor's face sud
-
denly assumed an expression of the m
ust
appalling ferocity.
. How, thrusting forth his foot, 
the
managing editor stepped upon a spr
ing
which hurled the cadaverous-look
ing
poet out of the door and Gown the 
ele-
vator shaft, with much low-come
dy
breaking of glass and other "busine
ss"
.ef that description.
Or he would exhibit the frenzied man
-
aging editor in the act of leaping 
over
is desk and grabbing hold of the man
with the sepulchral voice, poundinghis
unfortunate head against the wall with
sufficient force to make large indenta-
tions therein, and finally hurling him to
the floor and stamping upon him w
ith
hob-nailed brogans.
Or he would show the managing editor
In the act of summoning four huge ex-
movers of pianos, who would promptly
proceed to cave in each and every slat
in the frame of the wretched victim of
the poetic fever.
Or, finally, he would cause words of
the most galling, shriveling sarcasm to
Issue from the curled lips of the man-
aging editor anent all imbeciles of emit-
tsur poets. the effect of which would be
to cause the cadaverous-looking verse-
rnaeer to make for tee nearest stairway
it a lope.
But the writer la cot, yielding to any
temptations whatsoverer. He is en-
gaged in the prosaic work of setting
down the facts of occurrences just Is
lacy conic olf in re.al, everyday life, and
not as they occur in the pages of the
ecreemfully funny sheets that are ex-
uded from the color presses.
Thereto
"Aim." -Observed the managing editor
to the cadaverous-looking man, cordial-
ly motioning him to a seat. "That's
good. We've teen a little sty on pea-
sonable verse iztely. rind I'm glad that
you've got something for us."
The ealaveraus-looking man, WLIO
happened to be not only a producer of
flueat and elegant veree, but a well-
known operator in rise estate, and
worth_ $44,000 at the very lowest esti-
mate, and a man who stood extremely
• wt; h evereteey connected with the
acespaper, upstairs aed doWne-lhe ca-
daverous-looking man sat down,
csuzliel slightly in the bowl of his hat,
and twiddled his thumbs in an easy sort
of way. "Urn," murmured the manag-
ing editor, as he ran over the manuscript
of the poem on autumn, "some tender
and touching sentiment in this, I per-
calve—mournful breeze and swirling
leaves—russet brown through all the,
tnwn'—'cold gray skies and autumn
sighs'--'the last sweet rose and the gar-
Len hose'—um!--charming We'll just
run this in large double column form is
Icript type, on the first page of the sup-
plement section, Mr. Snagrhyme, and
I'm mighty glad you brought it along to
as—we were In need of just that feature
et this time. By the way, how is that
litee deal of yours in 'Teenth street
mistake, maklag out? (letting money
Vouches, eh? Ah, a clever little lot-
scheme, that, Mr. Itnagrhyme—
move from the Decimator!"
.0faen tho cadaverous-looking man
argled a slow, crafty smile, asked the
margin* editor if he could spare a cote-
pla of saisubas to rue down to the street
loVel to me 14 they couldn't find some-
thtiegenoist sotnewhere or another, and,
gpoa the managing editor courteously
declining upon the ground of pressure
of work; took his departure.
The above is the way the occurrence
occurred.
The nartative may not—in fact, it does
mot.- conform to the rules and regula-
tions set up by the funty perilous of the
Iebthyolskritti age and strict& adhered
to by the "teat majority of professional
oitnie.lifffvfdhatir-ifiiii•-sliiin:--------
Bnt that can't be helped.—Washing-
ton Stat.
Kean Thing's
Drs. Hoyle—My husband has 1102141*
prtag laid aside for a rainy day.
Wes. ‘,Deurlo—I'll bet it is ney,
kit"' rItabsolla 'Tr Spa
little tale of mine." 





Which Had Romantic Fur-
nishinga,
The girl sat in the last ..it of the
; first open car of the season, lookins
back at the long vista of the street
they were feat leaving behind_ tham.
Her hands were full of impedimenta,
though that word is perhape more coo
real, applied to articles nearer the
feet. But a purse, a handkerchief, a
letter and several sneall parcels do
impede one's progress, especially II
one be a pretty maid with a pride in
one's lege, much beruffed skirts, re-
lates th, Chicago fteCOR-Herald.
Hr parasol—the first of the season,
too—she placed beside her. She must
have been thinking deep thoughts, foe
It was with a start that she signale(
the conductor to stop the car—a stare
that showed she had almost forgotter
her destinatien.
She alighted hurriedly. The Cal
started. Then a little flutter of the
burdened bands, a gasp that was al-
most audible, and an agonized con
traction of the pretty brows told th.
man who had sat beside her that she
had forgotten something besides the
destination.
He was a man who thought quickly
In an instant he had seen, seized, an
held aloft her parasol. She nodded
vigorously, motioning him to throw i
to her. It was all done quickly, bu
the car, pitiless as time, was movinp
steadily, relentlessly away from her
The space between it anti her was con
stanity increasing.
The man hesitated. It was such s
pretty parasol. Such ruffles of chif-
fon.
She was following the car at a little
dog trot, but it was leaving her far
behind. It had almost reached the
next corner.
The man waved the parasol at the
conductor. The car -stopped. Every
one watched while he ran to the coi-
ner, carefully placed the fluffy, forgot-
ten thing on the sidewalk, thenaran
back to the ear.
The girl waved her hand in grateful
recognition. He waved his in—renun-
ciation, perhaps.
As she reached the parasol a hand
some young negro stooped to pick it
up and courteously handed it to her
as she exclaimed: "It is mine, thank
you."
But he was not a fairy prince—they
are always blond and blue-eyed, with
golden hair. Ai the man who should
have received the tribute of her smiles
was leaving her far behind.
For this, you see, is a true story
And so they did not marry end live
happy ever after. Perhaps be was
married already and his dinner was
welting for him. At any rate, he saved
his carfare.
CONTRACT WITH A SULTAN
How an . American Woman Put
Through a Five-Million-Dol-
lar Deal,
The story of an interview that once
took place between Mrs. Reaecr an-I
the sultan of Johore, India, is thus re-
lated by Juliet Wilbor Tompkins in
Everybody's:
"She named her conditions; the
right to issue $5,000,000 worth of sin
par cent. bonds; 120,000 acres of Ian :
extending along the 120 miles
track; tin mines—but here royalty de-
murred a little; he thought be Would
keep all the tin mines. leer the first
time the young contractor slipped hie)
feminine processes of reasoning and
set aside for a moment the urgent
burliness-full enthusiasm of the pro
reoter for the display of the human'
girl who sees her pet project in dan
ger of failure.
"'But you are so rich, you know
you don't need all those mines,' she
argued, 'and we do!'
"The sultan conceded the mare.
From an oriental point of view the
experience was perhaps cheap at filo
price. He conceded the $5,000,000
worth of bonds. the 120,000 acres ol
!and. At the end of their three houre'
talk Ella Rawls had in her possession
a $5,000,000 centract to build a rail-
road across the state of Johore and its
ruler had secured on fair terms a
means to wealth and civilization, the
need of which could no longer be ig-
nored. She had come to him at the
psychological moment, when the con-
tract was ripe for giving; she had
shown herself elear-headed and reso-
lute muter of the farts and frankly
open in her statements; she blot de-
manded much, Meowing the value ol
What she gave, but there had been no
s,gn of sharpness;of trying to ete..al an
auvantage. No doubt to one accus-
tomed to be approached by indirect
methods, by gifts and flatteries, then
was a wholesome convincingness tie
this novel experience, a welcome
promise of good faith. At all events
he accepted freely and wholly"
Impresidye Sermon.
Wife (returning from church to het
husband, who had stayed at home)--
You should have heard Dr. Doe's set
men this morning, my dear. I don't
.1aliew when anything has made such
a profonnd impressflon on me. I think
it will make a better woman of me at
long as. I live,
lemibind—Did you walk home?
Wife—O. no; I took a car. and; di
you know, John, the conductor nevei
&skeet me for my fare, and 90 I saved
a nickel. Wasn't • I lucky?—Strai
-Stories.
ThThe Editoz.—We Thithhat have you written 
abaut the death of that brig/it young
,Joiekins?
The Irish Reporter—Something nate
sir, windin' up with these words: "Ifs




During the last maneuvers of the
German army the kaiser rese one
morning at daybreak in *Atha to get
a genezal impression °I Use disposition
of his troops. --ilo,_tedloiltedhe his en
tire stair, he Made for a distant hill
that wroonaaued an extensive view, re-
hetes the Loudon Chronicle. There
was a village on the hill, and the chat-
tering of the horsee'.3hoofs on the oob-
t, bits brought most of the inhabitants
, to their windows. The One person
I who slept through the din was a deafold chemist, whose fiat-roofed resi-
dence was perched right on the sum-
mit. The roof was the very place for
the emperor. So he called a halt, and
one of his staff was sent to claim ad-
mission. The officer knocked and
knocked, but in vain. At the third one
slaught, however, steps were heard
descending ti -e stairs, and the voice of
the old chem t demanded: "What silly
fool is that? 'the staff contained i6s
laughter, foi JIG emperor had heard,
But without ehowing any sign of an-
noyance his majesty uttered the one
word, "Wilhelm!' "Wilhelm who?"
demanded the chemist. "Wilhelm von
Hohenzollernl!' thundered the enapera
or. The shi-ering chemist, covered
With confusion, flung, open the door,
doubtless expecting the German equiv-
alent to Siberia, but the emperor
strode past hint without even giving
him a look. When he was leaving,
however, he called the man to his
horse's head and placed in his hand
the laigest coin which bears the im-
perial likeness. "There!" he said,
"accept this portrait of a silly fool!"
EXECUTION OF SPIES.
*en Who Are Seleeted to Do 
the
Shooteng Are More or Lees
Affected.
The .ceremony of disposing of a con-
demneu sie, in the ii.eglieh army always
follows a definite precedent, says the
New Yerk Heratesk ;he unfortunate
min is surroundeO by a detazionent of
Infantry, and, after he Is provide., with
a pick sad shovel, he is marched od to
a selected spot and ordered to dig his
own grave. This dries. th 3 t' As are
taken tiom him and his eyes are ban-
daged. The attending chaplain reads
portions selected i.aim the bum al eery-
los and from the rffslts of the ,scort 12
Men an selected at random Le the of-
ficer in charge. These men, having
stacked their own rifles, are led to where
12 other rifles are awaiting them, six of
which aft) loaded with blank cartridges.
One of these is hande(i to each man, so
that no one knows whether the rifle he
holds contains a bullet or not ani none
can say ter certain that the shot fired by,
-him killed tee prisc.aer. The firing par-
ty then inerches to Au appointed posi-
tion. The commands "Present!"
'Fire!' are given ad almost La.ere
the last word rings out the volley is
fired and the spy falls into the grave
be has dug. Nearly every man is more
oe less affected on being selected to
form one of the firing party and many
men have been known to faint away on
being siegled out, while athletes ere 80
Overcome as to be scarcely able to pull
the triggers of their rifles.
THE ARMY ENGINEER.
Does Not Perform Deeds of Valor,
Eat his Services Are
Invaluable.
Some idea of the "general utility"
services Of the army engineer may be
gained from the following remarks
made by Capt. Niche'es ivarovitch, of
the Russian army, as reported by Rich-
ard Henry Little, war correspondent in
the far cast in hi: Wm:Ai eafin'
Bound' with the Engineers" in the
Technical World Mawdzine.
"We base uot done the Urines which
bring to one the St. George cross er even
the Stanisiaus and ruts our eiiner. in
tho-paper...and.hrlitu.lae weisesae from
his "iiiimery^."-tatd tirelittleartrain, as
be came back to ole l):L k I:corder.
"We have not _chs...ged. the e• faey or
captured many toms or saved l'-op-si-
tion. We bave but made e road ver ;he
mountain. That is all. Yet Ilse men,
they are dead; six are wounded. We
have not fought a battle, yet at 11, It was
not the child's play, nee *conic se; • L
the gram' beetle 4! .. 4..i! ,. sy,
the Japanese, 'are pressing hard down
that valley over thsre, and it le eetuei.ed
to save the day thet many troops and
many guns be pushed to that position
over there • the heti:. uf the name-, then
this road we hew.' .ave he
day because it Is the straight 'the raga
will be wide and smooth. What eay you,
my friend?"
Domestic Revolution in
Within a few weeks, a s--'t of e, 'nib
Chnnder F -0 tee !Smola erganleee of
the Brahteu Somaj of 'Mile, has mar-
ried the widowed daughter os a eitieh.
That is an extraordinary rebellion
against an nneient rule in Incite Ind
the beginning of a domestic revolution
which has he stipeorte of many ad-
vanced Hindooe who do not themselves
dare to more than speak hilts favor.
One on the ?net,
Mee Boy—Teere are two nien nut
there, sir, who want to ce you: one
of them is e teeit and the the -
Man.
Editor—Wsil, go oat and t‘ the
poet that the deaf mar ire the eut.
Tit-Bite. „
Where His Adesintreoo Tfq.
First Man—How uo' you do? "
Second-Nan—Beg 'pardon, roue you
have the ad-antlga 'me
First . ; guess i have. We




You hav.e n MatedAN
as delicious as Mrs.
Celebrated
Candy
Free samples given away from 4 to




THE REXALL STORE. ,/
FOURTH AND BROADWAY.
Thursday Morning, 'Jan. 18, non.
LOCAL NEWS
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-The Black Patti combination will
be at The Kentucky tonight. The
promise is for a large audience, as
the combination has a fine reputation.
-The aldermen did,not hold their
called Lessioii last night, to give first
adoption to the apportionment and
liceme ordinances. This' \ will be Mr. Joe Leavison yesterday
done tonight and the special\gatikr- 'ouisville on business.
l
-Thilappellate court yesterday afi
ag held, tomorrow evening. Mr. Dan Fitzpatrick
firmed the local circuit court that 'de-
ckled for defendant in the suit of Dr:
J. G. - Brooks against Henrietta
Grief. Plaintiff sugd defendant for
$2t0 claimed due for property he sold
to defendant who refusfed to pay on
the ground, that the land was not as
large as represented.
-.AfarioN and. Mattoon, Ill., want
to come Iwo the.K. I. T. league
and will have representatives at the
St: Louis meting Janna-y 28th, at
which time the organization personnel
will be outlined. If they are admit-
ted the league will be eiglht club, the
others berlog• Danville, Jacksonville,
East St. Louis.
-Rev. R. W. Chiles and wife have
a good tayear-old .white girl they
want a good home for.
The Rees Lee. got to Cincionati yes-
terday and started on her return to-
wards the Bluff City right away. She
gets here Sunday on her way down.
The J. B. Richardson came here
yesterday from Clarksville, and, went
to Nashville witfh a lead of mules
ABOUT THE PEOPLE
shipped out of here.
FUNERAL TODAY.
Remains of Miss Lucy Bolton Will
Be Taken to Symsonia.
This morning at 8 o'clock the re-
mains of Miss Lucy Bolton will be
taken from the home of her brother
on Boyd street, out te"the ay-meanie
neighborhood, where at It O'clock
the funeral services will be conducted
and the body consigned to rest in the
Bolton cemetery. She died at the
residence of her brother, Mr. Lee
Bolton, of 1057 Boyd street.
WITHIN THE LAW
MR. LEDFORD WAS VERY7.
LENIENT WITH COLORED
WOMAN.
She Made Charges, but He Disproved
Them, and Established His
Right to Act.
Mr. W. G. Ledford, of the Padu-
cah Loan company, yesterday stated
that according to the Ch-arge made
against him last week in the police
court by Mattie Rpwten, colored, he
was placed in an unenviable position,
but that the testimony in the court
completely exonerated him and show-
ed that he was in the riethit altogether.
The negress had borrowed money
of the loan company with evnich Mr.
• Ledford is connected, and to insure
the borrow she gave Mr. Ledford a
bill of sale 'for her furniture. He
was not ipclined to bother her, and
gave her plenty of time in which tee
pay off the encumbrance. +Wink she
wa.s out of town though, the man
owning the house she lived in went
to court and had her effects ejected
by an officer. The. furniture was
moved out in the street, and then ac-
companied by an officer, Mr. Led-
ford went downs took possession of
the outfit to protect himself, and scild
the goods at a figure which ceused
him considerable loss., If he had let
the goods remain in the street "they
would 'have been stolen, the woman
not being here, while friends did not
cane to look after them for her.
The woman claimed Mr. Ledford
sold her outfit without legal tight,
but Judge Sac dere decided he 'had a
perfect right tinder the law, to take
possession of the entire supply of
goods and sell them in the manner
and form he did. . .,
Subseribe for e Daily Register.
Mr. ad Mrs. Taylor 0. Fisher
have returized from visiting in Chi-
cago. -
Editor C ‘‘oper, of the Smithland
Democrat, is in the City.
Mr.-Willi "in Bradshaw, Jr., is in
Louisville business. •.•
Ex-sheritt 'Cowper, of Smithlancl,
was here y,,terday on 'business.
Llt.wZer J• ss.P411-6.r.Warlds in Mtn-
lay, Ky., oil business.
Mr. Get, :ge Love, of howling
Green, --Ky., arrived in the city yes-
terday morn:rig. He is here to visit
his mother.
Messrs. Vernon Blow, of Louisville
George Holland, of Decatur Ma.,
and J. D. Hollingshetad, of (Dhicago,
arrived here yesterday from Decatur,
where they are interested in a big
lumber plant. Thy are also owners
of the cooperage works here.:
Mr. George P. LaPoiette, of St.
Louis, arrive(' in the city yesterday.
Mr. Aube, naeittlt has gone to
Whiteville, 'Y. to be absent set:-
Trial days vi.itar.g Ns parents.
Mrs. Harry Evans ind Mrs. Dr.
Stewart returned yesterday from a
brief visit to M. C. T. Davis, of
Mtayfield, who wi..11 her son Richard,
returned with the others for a short
stay here.
Mrs. Saunders Fowler and Miss
Mlary Boswell' yesterday went to
Evansville, Ind., to visit Miss Arnie
James.
Col. Gus G. Singleton and wife
yesterday went to Dawson on account





Mr. Charles Reed has gone to Chi-
tag ro (In business.
Mrs. M. B. Nash has gone to
to wisit her daughter, MTS.
Jacto\Saunders.
Wes Dr. Thompson and daughter
Miss Ntali, went yesterday to Louis-
ville to visit.
Col. John K. Hendrick is expected
hack today or tomorrow from Smith-
'land, where he has been since' -last
week packing up his household goods,
moving his familypreparatory to
here.
Mr.H. F. Grant left last night for
Seattle, VVIash., after visiting General
Manager John Bleecker, of the light
and traction company here. The for-
mer is manager of the Stone & Web-
ster light plant of Seattle, they being
the' samepeople who control the local
plants. ,
Messrs. ()'-en Tully, Robert Robin-
son, Bert King and C. Fisher re-
turned this morning from Creel
Springs, Ill., where they went and,
played last night for the big dance
given there at the hotcl.
Mrs. Ashley Robertson and son are
visiting in Brookport, Ill.
Mr. Hubbard Wells went to Louis-
ville yesterday on business.
Cob Joe Parker, the populist, was
here yesterday, bat left last night for
Arkansas.
Mr. Jack McCandless yesterday
morning went .to Cincinnati to meet
his daughter, Miss Hazel, who is en
route home from New York.
Mrs. J. C. Holder has gone to her
home in New Orleans, after visiting
her father, Mr. C. 1.4orrison. She
was ill While here, Vh*lia s recovered.
Mrs. R. E. L. Moshell and son will
tomorrow return from visiting in
Rodney, Miss.
Mrs. A. T. Herman, of Nashville,
Tenn., is here visiting relatives.
(Mrs. Richard Moore, of Miiyfield,
is visiting her son Mr. Dez Moore, of
South Fourth.
Miss Mae Hayes has gone to Clin-










Louisville, so. ; rising.
Mt. Gime!, 8.0; rising.,
Nashville, 21.3; rising.
Pittsb*g, 7.8; standing.
Davis Ireland Dam, 9.1; rising..
St. Louis, 7.5; falling.
Mt. Vernon, 18.4; falling-,
Paducah, 30.0; falling.
Btireteite, 12.0; falling.Ca that 
e 15.7; rising.
•••••
There 'got away yesterday after-
noon for the Tennessee inner the
steamier Clyde. She remains up that
stream until next *Monday night' be-
fore returning.
The steamer Kentucky gets out of
the Tetfpfilliele river tomorrow night
lee and lays here until 5 o'clock Sat-
urday afternoon before departing on
her return that way.
This morning at 8 o'clock the Dick
Fowler gets out for Cairo and coin's
back tonight about ir o'clock.
The Joe Fowler got away for Er-
omville and comes back agein tomor-
row. .
The John S. Hopkins comes to'
day from Evansville and eta away
lnunediately on her return.,
1 The Bottorff came in from Clarks-
ville. Tenn., yesterday and left im-
mediately on her return to Nashville.
 eemeniammirs. 
PUBLIC WORKS THE.,!,911:15KY
(Concluded from First Page.)
Ferguson-Palmer mill, to the water's
edge of Tennessee river. Afterwards
the late banker sold to the mill com-
pany. the plot of ground the latter
occupy for their plant. The Palmer
in the mill concern 'has no connec-
tion with the Banker Palmer. Now
the mill  2en1e,_ claim_that_ whim
Banker Pallier Sold the city the.
Elizabeth street wharf ground it was
with the understanding that the city
was "forever afterwards" pay for all
the public improvements made to
the street running alongside the abut-
ting property now owned by the mill.
On this ground the mill owners now
ask to be exempted from paying for
the brick street improvement made
in front of their property. The board
of works thinks the/agreement with
Banker Palmer was that the city
shoulds pay for the tetreet 'impro.ve-
enents contemplated at that time,
years ago, but to have the question
looked into it was refereed to the city
solicitor for a legal opinion.
The beard decided to let Mr. Du-
perrieu have the coffee stand at the
Second street market for six months
and then if 'he did not conduct it and
suitable to the butcher and others
patrons he is to give it up. The , .JOHN 'LUCKE
marketers and butchers have corn-
plained that for many mornings one
right after another Mr. Duperrieu has eit
not been on the market, with his hot
coffee, therefore they we incon-
venienced by having to run around
the block to a restaurant to get
coffee. As that is what this stand is
for the board of works at first par-
tially decided not to let Mr. Duper-
rieu continue occupying the stann but




The great fun frolic! The laughing
carnivanl The song and dance won-
ders of the world.
THE TOP NOTCH HEAD-
-LINE VAVDEVILLIANS'




there every morning .with _enough
coffee for all. Now though the old
occupant can have It for the period
mentioned and if he does 'not ac-
commodate the butchers and others
as intended he must vacate and the
quarter will be leased to some other.
As regards Wes Flowers wanting
a stall for butcher purposes the board
rejected his application. He rented
the stall the first of last year, but for
four months in the fall and early
winter was not there, leaving the
place empty. As it is not the board's
idea so much to rent the stalls and
pet the money as it is to have butch-
ers in each every morning for accom-
thodation of the public, they refused
to let Mr. Flowers have it again this
year, because he would not sign a
contract agreeing for the place to re-
vert to the board of works in case he
left the place empty for a period of
four weeks. As yet the stali has not
been rented to any other, but there
are quite a number of applications in
for it.
The street inspector was authorized
to buy twenty-six more loads of
gravel to be used in repairing Went
Tennessee street.
Contractor Bridges has finished lay-
ing the brick streets on Jefferson
from First to Fifth, and on Ken-
tucky avenue from First to Feuelt
but there is yet much money due hi
from the city for the improvement.
The board instructed City Engineer
Washington to make out the esti-
mates, showing the balance owing
him by the municipality, so he can
be paid an except five per cent., which
will be held back for use in case the
streets need any repairs. Street In-
spector Elliott reported that the
street department had thoroughly
cleaned off both the avenue and
Jefferson, per instruction., removing
all the dirt and trash.
Students-4o
Presenting







Greatest Singer of Her Race,
"The Alabama Blossom."
K.
blazing sunburst of tthrth, melody
and action."-New York Herald.
•
Entire Balcony Reserved for Colored
People.
PRICES:Balcony, soc 75C. Orches-
tra, 5oc and 75c.







A Yankee Doodle Comedy in 4 Big
Laughing Acts.
FUNNIER THAN A CIRCUS.
An Entertainment for children from
6 to 60.
A Comedy with a Plot Mounted with
Special Scenery.
MUSICAL, SINGING AND DANC-
ING SPECIALTIES.
THE SHOW You Have Been Wait-
ing for.
Introducing the favorite comedian,
Mr. Arthur Borella
Supported by a carefulix selected
company.
PRICES: Matinee, Children rocs
Adults asc. Night: as, as, so and ese.
Seats on sale Friday at 9 a. m.
POPULAR WANTS
WANTED-For L S. Army;
able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 11 and 35; citieens of the
United States, of good character and
temperate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For information
apply to Recruiting offices, New
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
Supt. Keebler inform,d the board FOUND-A bunch of keys bearing
of the interference occasioned the No. 193,513. J. C. Presnel.
City's electric light wires by the tele-
phone companiee while the latter's FOR RENT-Furnished rooms,
line men are putting up wiring end modern conveniences, 622 Jefferson.
poles around town. The superintend- Phone 1735.
ent was ordered to proceed with his
work as far as possible.
The street et Second and Wkisning-
ton is in need of repairs and Inspec-
tor Elliott was ordered to make them,
up to the pavement', line only, as
where the sidewalk should run it it
un-improved and as yet belongs Co
the owners of abutting private prop-
erty.
The members had up the request of
Friedman & Keller that the latter be
permitted to lower the concrete curb
on the Jefferson street side of their
whisky house at Secono .and 'Jeffer-
son, so a driveway could be made in
order wagons could drive from keen
across the reduced curbing, onto the
brick sidewalk the liquor firm wants
to put alongside the building. The
;board queetioned the dolt of thefirm being allowed to drive their
wagons up onto the public sidewalk
so the vehicles could be loaded and
un-loaded with goode. The matter
was held over so it could be looked
into.
Yesterday the Mary Michael, wit'b
her suction and syphon pipes finished
pumping the water from the hull of
the Sycamore, at vra• brought here
to be inspected and see if sbe needs
repairs. She sank Monday after-
noon during the high wind* at Ritch-
ie's landing, thirty miles below here
on the Ohio river, the great waves
-tolling over her boiler deck until the
hull filled and tarried her to die bot-
tom in six feet of water right it the
;bank: It is not believed that she is
'injured to amount to anything, and
will be all right for resumption of
business with slight repairs.
The Petens Dee leaves Miemphis this I
gets here Surnitty en . , The Daily Register,




Eleventh from Madison 1:0 Jefferson, 
Jefferson to. Tenth, Tenth to Broad-
rkedwamy. tz.Nrielavsgolateil 
It imir- THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST COwblaty,
10001 and as such rained. Finder ,
will leave at 903 Broadway foe re-1 Of Padumih, Kentucky,
ward




Superior Facilities for „ Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and;M(knroi





Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boller-
Campbell 13locik.
Office Phone 369. - Residence Phone 7
,For Vaults, Memuments and 0 eneral Cemetery Work Use
GREEN RIVER STONE'
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored. . ..:.!
LET ME TELL 'YOU MORE ABOUT IT : : :
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works
SOLE AGENT, z6oe TRIM BLE ST.. PADUCAH, KY.
smasseseesnemear
s\
THE THREE LATEST GAS LAMPS. THEY -SAVE GAS 
1
THEY SAVE YOUR EYES. ON DISPLAY AT OUR SHOV
ROOMS.
t[/[0:1)eerle1111/1 
PORCELA. ENAMEL CLEANSER, IS A WONDER.
Ed D. Hannan
STEAM FITTING. PLUMBING.
Both Phones 201. r32 South Fourth St., 325 Kentucky Avenne.
 Ann
• the Buffet 40
107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
W. C. eray/proprietor.
FINE OLD WIN Ee AND WHIM111.
Everything seasonable In the eatable line served to erday. A
fine noonday lunch for an cenia.
EXPERT ACCOUNTANT
For Auditing, Adjusting, Opening
or Closing Books. Shortest and
Simplest Methods. Apply to
JOHN D. SMITH, JR
Expert Accountant, 118 Fraternity Bldg. 1•
 •
FOR SALE-A lot of up-to-date
office furniture. Telephone 1663.
FOR RENT-Two furnished rooms
for gentlemen Qt 219 North Fount
street.
FOR RENT--Sut-roogr cottage,
No. 1623 Broadway. Apply at Reg-
ister _office. •
FOR RENT-Cottage cm Jefferson
street near Sixth. Enquire of W. H.
Patterson.
FOR RENT-"The Inn" property
on North Seventh between Madison
1
 
and Monroe. Apply Dr. J. G. Brooks.
FOR RENT-Five-rootn eottage,
modern improvements, bath, electric
lights, at 1036 Madison three. Ap-
oly to Dr. P. H. Stewart.
zFOR RENT-7-My residenoe, Sixth
and Clark, six rooms, sewerage con-
nection, batia, china ,eloset, gas and
electric lights, all in excellent condi-
tion. J. T. Donovan.
Fine lettuce for sale; tender, crisp
and cheap. Oak Grove greenhouse
Porteous Bros.
Mrs. E. L. Whitesides, osteopath,
"too91/4 Broadway: Phones,, Old x43t,
',Iew, 76x.
ED P. NOBLE, PIES. G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES.
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays 4
per cent per annum on time certifictite of deposits.. Safety boxes in firs
proof vault for rent At $3 to ltro per year as to site. You carry year moo
key and no one but yourself has access.
.4•444,4-444+11444444+44.4+444"t 0.444444.44"1"0444++0904.44•4.4•
,J E.:COULSON,
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
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